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FOREWORD

"The more extensive a man's
knowledge of what has been
done, the greater will be his
power of knowing what to do."

Benjamin Disraeli

These segments on personnel evaluation suggest only

briefly the exhaustive literature that exists in this subject

.area. Often, leaders and supervisors do not face up to the

importance of evaluation. It is an unpleasant task to sit

down with a subordinate and make a critical analysis of his

work. Too often the man responsible for evaluation takes the

easy route and offers quick generalities to avoid unpleasantness

and to cover up his own limitations as an objective evaluator.

This first segment lays the ground work for later details by

explaining the role, characteristics and general advantages

of evaluations.

I
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INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY PART ELEVEN
AND LEADERSHIP SEGMENT I

THE ROLE OF EVALUATION

Summary 1

Introduction to Evaluation

Performance evaluation is a systematic appraisal of

personnel by their supervisors or others whb are familiar with

their work performance. The evaluations are recorded on prescribed

forms in accordance with specified procedures. They become a

part of the personnel records of individuals and are available

for use in connection with possible personnel actions.

Formal appraisals are used to reduce favoritism and snap

judgments in personnel decisions. Since formal appraisals

are normally subjective (qualitative), they should not become

a substitute for objective (quantitative) records (Output,

quality, etc.) which might be available.

Evaluations are important to the Navy because the naval

officer corps, enlisted personnel,.and civilian employees are

all part of an organizational structure which corms a pyramid.

Since "all cannot reach the top," some systematic and just

evaluation method is required. Evaluations provide the basis

for future personnel action such as:

1) Duty assignments

2) Selection for promotionof those best fit for
assuming increased responsibility

3) Determination of the need for correction of
individual deficiencies

4) Elimination of unfit personnel

-1-
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Favorable evaluations provide the incentive and recognition
which should encourage superior personnel to remain in the

service, while unfavorable evaluations should tend to eliminate

the poor performer and encourage the marginal one to greater
effort.

There are four terms related to evaluation which need to
be defined. Performance is what a man does--his actual behavior

or output. Ability is what a man is capable of doing. Although

performance may be the only way of measuring ability, ability

connotes the possible rather than the actual. An example might

be a track star' whose sprained ankle prevents him from performing

according to his .ability. Aptitude is a man's future or

potential abilities and performance. This term is usually

applied before an'individual receives training. Achievement is

a man's past performance or evaluated performance.

This is the end of Summary 1. Now, take Summary Pre-Quiz 1
on the next page.
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Summary Pre-Quii 1

Introduction to Evaluation

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. .Which statement correctly describes the purpose of furmal

appraisals?

a. As a substitute for objective (quantitative)
records

b. To reduce favoritism and snap judgments in
personnel decisions

c. To help a superior in discussions with
subordinates about their.performance

d. As defensible reasons for recommendations
a superior may make concerning a subordinate.

2. Which statement correctly describes the importance of

evaluation to the Navy?

a. Evaluations are correct statements which
evaluate the importance of the Navy and
therefore should be used by all personnel
for indoctrination.

b. Evaluations serve as a subjective source of
information for use in connection with
possible personnel actions.

c. The Navy is an organizational structure which
forms a pyramid. Since all cannot reach the
top, a just and systematic evaluation method
is required.

d. Evaluations provide incentive and recognition
for good performers and should tend to
eliminate poor performers in the Navy.

-3-
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3. Which phrase correctly defines the term "ability"?

a. What a man is capable of doing.

b. Actual behavior or output

c. Future or potential performance

d. Evaluated performance

Now, check your answers on page 6.

-4-
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Eleven/I/ST/SV INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY AND LEADERSHIP

1. b

2. c

3. a

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 1

If all your answers are correct, go on to Summary 2 on page 23.
If you missed one or more questions, go to the next page and
go through Programed Sequence 1.
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Programed Sequence 1

Introduction to Evaluation

OVERVIEW: In this frame sequence, you will learn the

concept of evaluation, its purpose, its

importance to the Navy, and some related

terms.

A performance evaluation is a systematic appraisal of

personnel by their supervisors or. others who are familiar

with their work performance.

Which of the following is a performance evaluation?

a. BM1 White is a conscientious and Capable
petty officer who willingly assumes
responsibility. He can be relied upon to
take effective and timely action in an
emergency. He handles his section well
and easily obtains a maximum effort from
his subordinates. His oral and written
command of the English language is
excellent.

b. GMT2 Brown is a calm and considerate
individual, clean cut in appearance, and
of good moral character.
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Evaluations are recorded on prescribed forms in

accordance with specified procedures.

CAPT Smith has completed and signed a report on
the "Fitness of Officers" form for each of the
three commanders who are assigned to his command.
These fitness reports are immediately mailed to
the Chief of Naval Personnel in Washington, D.C.,
where they are filed with the individual records
of the officers and where they can be reviewed
by detail officers, selection boards, etc., as
necessary.

Which statement is correct concerning performance

evaluations?

a. They become a part of individual personnel
records.

b. They are available for use in connection
with possible personnel actions.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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The purposes of performance evaluations are to provide

information for selection for promotion, duty assignments,

and education programs.

Which example illustrates this purpose of performance

evaluations?

a. A board has been convened by the Chief of
. Naval Personnel to review the applications

and to select personnel for the Navy
Enlisted Scientific Education Program.
In addition to the applications, the board
also reviews the enlisted service records,
including performance evaluations of each
candidate.

b. VADM Rich's aide has been severely injured
in an accident and will be hospitalized for
an indefinite period, so a replacement is
required. Three lieutenants are available,
and personnel in the Bureau of Naval Personnel
review the fitness report files of each to
select the one who will be assigned to the
admiral.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which correctly states the purpose of performance

evaluation?

a. Selection for promotion and duty assign-
ments

b. Grating of security clearances
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Which correctly states the concept of performance

evaluation?

6

a. Performance evaluation is an appraisal
of ones attitudes, personality, and
cleanliness.

b. Performance evaluation is a systematic
appraisal of personnel by their super-
visors or others who are familiar with

. their work performance.

Formal appraisals (evaluations) are used to reduce

favoritism and snap judgments in personnel decisions.

Which example illustrates this?

a. A board has been convened by the Chief
of Naval Personnel to select captains
from a designated yea, group for deep
draft command. Only 25 percent of those
eligible are to be selected. To choose
the best qualified, the board must review
the service record of each, including
the fitness report file.

b. The comptroller's secretary has resigned,
and several individuals from various
departments in the command have applied
for the GS-.) position. After personally
interviewing each applicant, the
comptroller reviews each individual's
personnel file prior to making his
selection.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-10-
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DP1 Jones and DP2 White are programers in the computer

center of the command. DP1 Jones has been employed there

for six years and has received one outstanding performance

rating during that time. DP2 White has been a programer for,

only two years. Each is being considered for the recently

vacated position of as,istant supervisor of the section. A

check of the daily output of each of the applicants reveals

that DP2 White's output has averaged 20 percent greater than

DP1 Jones' output and with a much lower error rate.

Accordingly, the promotion is given to DP2 White.

Which is correct concerning formal appraisals?

a. Objective (quantitative) records (output,
quality, etc.) which might be available
usually support first judgments.

b. Objective (quantitative) records are more
reliable than subjective (qualitative)
appraisals when work output is considered.

a Which correctly states the purpose of formal appraisals?

a. They allow the subordinate to recognize
that his superior is looking out for
his welfare.

b. They are used to reduce favoritism and
snap judgments in personnel decisions.
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9 The naval officer corps, enlisted personnel, and

civilian employees are all part of an organizational structure

which forms a pyramid. Since "all cannot reach the top,"

what can you infer?

a. Some systematic and just evaluation, method
is required.

b. A new organizational structure should be
developed so that personnel can receive
lateral promotions.

10 Other than selection for promotion of those best fit for

assuming increased responsibility, evaluations are important

to the Navy because they provide the basis for future personnel

actions such as duty assignment, elimination of unfit personnel,

and determination of the need for correction of individual

difficulties.

used?

CDR Walker in the Bureau of Naval Personnel has
been given an urgent requirement for a lieutenant
commander who is knowledgeable in nuclear weapons.
From the lieutenant commander detail desk he
obtains the names of three officers who are
immediately available. Since he is not personally
familiar with any of the three officers, CDR
Walker reviews the complete record of each to
determine experience and actual performance in
previous assignments. He then nominates for the
job the officer who in his estimation is the best
man for that particular assignment.

In this case, for what personnel action were evaluations

a. Duty assignment

b. Selection for promotion of the individual best
fit for assuming increased responsibility

-12-
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LTJG Scott received two consecutive unsatis-
factory fitness reports from two different
commanding officers. Each report reflected
unfavorably on his ability to carry out
assigned duties. Upon receipt of the second
fitness report, the Bureau of Naval
Personnel considered LTJG Scott for refresher
training and recommended that if he failed,
he was to be processed normally for release
from active duty.

In which area do evaluations provide the basis for future

action?

a. Determination of the need for correction
of individual deficiencies

b. Elimination of unfit personnel

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

m Another reason why evaluations are important to the

Navy is that favorable evaluations provide the incentive and

recognition that should help to retain personnel in the

service.

What can also be inferred?

a. Unfavorable evaluations may tend to
eliminate the poor performer and encourage
the marginal to greater effort.

b. Unfavorable evaluations seldom occua
because the receiver's performance only
becomes worse with knowledge of them.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Which correctly states a reason why evaluations are

important to the Navy?

a. Evaluations serve as a measure of success
in recruitment, selection, training
programs, and placement to determine the
need for correction of individual
deficiencies.

b. Evaluations provide the basis for future
personnel action such as selection for
promotion of those best fit for assuming
increased responsibility, selection for
duty assignments, or for the elimination
of unfit personnel.

Performance is what a man does, i.e., his actual

behavior or output.

Which example illustrates this term?

a. SN Smith is a chronic loafer on the job
and requires constant supervision to
accomplish his assigned duties.

b. DM1 Charles works diligently to complete
assigned tasks, and his neat and accurate
drawings are always ready before dead-
lines.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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is Another term related to evaluation is ability, which is

what a man is capable of doing. Although performance may be

the only way of measuring ability, it connotes what a man can

do now.

Which is an example of this?

a. A track star whose sprained ankle prevents
him from performing according to his .

ability.

b. A naval aviator undergoing refresher
instrument flight training in a link
trainer.

16 Read the following examples.

1) A naval aviator completed 50 straight
carrier landings without a wave-off.

2) After each catapult launch has been
completed, Airman Jones drags all the
launching bridles back to the launch
area, inspects them, and readies them
for the next launch. Launches are
never delayed due to unprepared bridles.

Which is correct?

a. Example 1) is of performance.
Example 2) is of ability.

b. Example 1) is of ability.
Example 2) is of performance.

-15-
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m The term "aptitude" is defined as a man's future or

potential abilities and performance. This term is usually

applied before an individual receives training.

Which example illustrates aptitude?

a. FN Brown works in damage control and has
taken the exam for DC3.

19

b. John Paul has just enlisted in the Navy.
His general classification test and
arithmetic scores show he should be
sent to electronics school.

LTJG Harrison requalified for day carrier
landings with six landings. During night
requalifications he was waved off on his
first three approaches, but was then able
to make the required number of landings.

Which term is illustrated by this example?

a. Performance

b. Ability

c. Aptitude

d. None of the above

Another term related to evaluation is achievement.

Which statement correctly defines achievement?

a. What a man is capable of doing in an
emergency

b. A man's past performance or evaluated
performance

-16-
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20 Match the following terms to their appropriate definitions.

1) Performance a.

2) Ability

3) Aptitude b.

4) Achievement
c.

d.

e.

A man's future or
potential abilities and
performance

What a man does--his
actual behavior or output

What a man is capable of
doing

A man's past performance
or evaluated performance

A man's performance after
a poor performance
evaluation

Which correctly matches the terms to their definitions?

a. 1-e, 2-c, 3-d, 4-b

b. 1-b, 2-d, 3-a, 4-e

c. 1-b, 2-c, 3 -a, 4-d

d. 1-c, 2-a, 3-b, 4-d

Why are formal appraisals made?

a. They are used to reduce favoritism and snap
judgments in personnel decisions.

b. They serve as a substitute for objective
records which might be available.

-17-
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Which statement correctly defines the concept of

performance evaluation?

a. Performance evaluation is a nonsystematic
appraisal of personnel by their super-
visors.

b. Performance evaluations do not become
part of the personnel records but are
available for use in connection with
personnel actions.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

This is the end of Programed Sequence 1. Now, go to the next
page and take the Quiz.

-18-
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Summary Post-Quiz 1

Introduction to E'aluation

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which statement correctly de_xribes the importance of

evaluations to the Navy?

a. Evaluations serve as a subjective source
of information for use in connection with
possible personnel actions.

b. The Navy is an organizational structure
which forms a pyramid. Since all cannot
reach the top, a just and systematic
evaluation method is required.

c. Evaluations provide incentive and
recognition for good performers and
may tend to eliminate poor performers
in th:. Navy.

d. They are correct statements which evaluate
the importance of the Navy and therefore
should be used by all personnel for indoc-
trination.

2. Which phrase correctly defines the term "ability"?

a. Future or potential performance

b. Evaluated performance

c. Actual behavior or output

d. What a man is capable of doing
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3. Which phrase correctly describes the purpose of formal

appraisals?

a. To help a superior in discussions with
subordinates about their performance

b. As a substitute fc bjective (quantitative)
records

c. To reduce favoritism and snap judgments
in personnel decisions

d. As defensible reasons for recommendations
a superior may make concerning a subor-
dinate

1MM

Now, check your answers on page 22.

-20-
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1. b

2. d

'3. c

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 1

Now, go to Summary 2 on the next page.
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Summary 2

Characteristics of Evaluation

Characteristics

Validity is the degree of accuracy of evaluations of the

subordinate; i. e; , how well evaluations actually measure what

they are intended to measure.

Reliability concerns the consistency of the evaluations;

i.e., reliable evaluation techniques will produce consistent

results regardless of the time of evaluation or the particular

evaluator.

Since evaluation reports are essentially subjective, the

following types,of human errors tend to appear:

1) Halo effect--the tendency to allow a single
good trait to influence all other marks
favorably, or vice versa for a bad trait.

2) Constant error--the tendency to give all subor-
dinates high marks if the evaluator is
lenient, or to give all subordinates low marks
if the evaluator is "tough."

3) Generosity error--the tendency to rate subor-
dinates high, making difficult the distinction
between personnel at the top. This may stem
from giving those rated "the benefit of the doubt."

The result of the three errors discussed above may shift

the distribution of the performance evaluations toward the high

end as in Figure 1 on the next page. The apparent mode may be

well above the true performance.

,I

-23-
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Figure 1. Distribution Curve of Evaluation

This is the end of Summary 2. Now, take Summary Pre-Quiz 2
on the next page.
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Summary Pre-Quiz 2

Characteristics of Evaluation

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which phrase correctly defines the term "validity"?

a. The degree to which evaluations are
consistent in their results, regardless
of the time or the particular evaluator

b. The degree of accuracy of evaluations
of the subordinate

c. The degree to which evaluators give high
marks to subordinates on evaluation
reports

d. The degree to which human errors occur
in making evaluations

2. Which phrase correctly describes the halo effect?

a. The tendency to allow a single good
trait to influence all other marks
favorably, or vice versa for a bad
trait

b. The tendency.to rate subordinates high,
making difficult the distinction among
personnel at the top

c. The tendency to give all subordinates
high marks if the evaluator is lenient,
or to give all subordinates low marks
if the evaluator is "tough"

d. None of the above
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3. Which phrase correctly defines the term "reliability"?

a. The degree of accuracy of evaluations of
the subordinate

b. The degree to which evaluations are
essentially objective, rather than
essentially subjective

c. A measure of the degree of human error
that is introduced by evaluators into
their evaluation reports

d. The degree of consistency of results of
evaluations, regardless of the time of
evaluation or the particular evaluator

Now, check your answers on page 28.

-26-
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1. b

2. a

3. d

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 2

MOW

If all your answers are correct, go on to Summary 3 on page 37.
If you missed one or more questions, go to the next page and
go through Programed Sequence 2.

-28-
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Programed Sequence 2

Characteristics of Evaluation

OVERVIEW: In this frame sequence, you will learn some

of the characteristics of evaluation including

the concepts of validity and reliability and

the effects of human errors.

Eleven/I/ST/SV

One of the characteristics of evaluation is the concept

of validity, which is the degree of accuracy of evaluations

of the subordinate.

What does validity refer to?

a. How well evaluations actually measure what
they are intended to measure

b. How evaluations are used and who uses them

The concept of reliability refers to the consistency of

evaluations.

What does this imply?

a. Evaluation techniques will be reliable
only if consistently used by the same
evaluators.

b. Reliable evaluation techniques will
produce consistent results regardless of
the time of evaluation or the particular
evaluator.
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fl

Which statement correctly describes validity?

a. Validity refers to how well evaluations
actually measure what they are intended
to measure.

b. Validity refers to the consistency of
the evaluation.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which statement is correct?

a. Reliable evaluation techniques will produce
consistent results regardless of the time
of evaluation or the particular evaluator.

b. Reliability refers to the consistency of
the evaluations.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Since evaluation reports are essentially subjective, human

errors tend to appear. One of these is the halo effect.

LCDR Caine, who is considered by his
contemporaries to be somewhat below
average in professional knowledge and
ability, is very affable and has an
outgoing personality. He is the social
and golfing comp lion of the Commanding
Officer, who rates him as one of his best
officers.

Which correctly defines the halo effect?

a. The tendency to allow a single good trait
to influence all other marks favorably,
or vice versa for a bad trait

I. The tendency to believe that man is inherently
good although he makes mistakes; therefore,
he should be evaluated positively

-30-
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Another error is called constant error. This is the

tendency to give all subordinates high marks if the evaluator

is lenient, or to give all subordinates low marks if the

evaluator is "tough."

Which is an example of constant error?

a. The squadron commander has rated each of
the 10 lieutenants in the squadron in the
"high-excellent" category on their annual
fitness reports.

b. The three ensigns on the destroyer escort
each received the same marks on their
August fitness reports as they received
on their February fitness reports.

12

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

The generosity error is the general tendency to rate

subordinates high, making difficult the distinction between

personnel at the top. This msy stem from giving those being

rated "the benefit of the doubt."

What is the difference between the halo effect and the

generosity error?

a. The halo effect is caused by a lenient high
evaluation, while the generosity error is a
tendency to rate high all the time.

b. The halo effect is caused by allowing one
single good trait to bias all other marks
in a favorable manner, while the generosity
error is a tendency to rate high all the
time.

-31-
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n

O

LCDR Bennett, when reviewing his fitness
report file in the Bureau of Naval Personnel,
was pleased to learn that his Commanding
Officer has rated him in. the outstanding
category and as "one of the top few."
However, he was chagrined when he noted that
the other six lieutenant commanders inthe
command were similarly rated.

Which human error is illustrated by this example?

a. Halo effect

b. Generosity error

c. Evaluation error

d. Irresponsibility error

The result of the three human errors discussed may shift

the distribution of evaluations toward the high end, i.e.,

statistically, the apparent mode of distribution may be well

above the true mode.

Which figure is indicative of this shift?

ON
ActualAPPoroot

04/
00"

a.

b.

Low Average High
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10 Which correctly describes reliability?

a. Reliability refers to the consistency
of evaluations.

b. Reliability refers to the degree of
accuracy of evaluations of the subor-
dinate's performance.

In61111111111

Which correctly describes the results of the three human

errors of evaluations?

a. The. distribution of the evaluations may
be shifted toward the high end.

b. The apparent mode of the distribution
may be well above the true mode.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which example is a more valid evaluation of the subordinate's

performance?

a. LCDR Harris is a dedicated and intelligent
naval officer who works diligently to get a
job done. This was reflected in his investi-
gation of a recent fatal aircraft accident,
which he completed in a remarkably short
period of time. He can be trusted to carry
out any assignment, regardless of difficulty,
in an exemplary manner. His personal
appearance and moral character are of the
highest order. LCDR Harris is qualified and
strongly recommended for promotion.

b. LT Smith is a conscientious and capable naval
officer who carries out all duties in a credit-
able manner. He is mature, intelligent,
sincere, and loyal. His pleasant disposition
and friendly personality make him quite
effective in his contacts with others and an
asset to morale. LT Smith is strongly
recommended for promotion.

This is the end of Programed Sequence 2. Now, go to the next
page and take the Quiz.
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Summary Post-Quiz 2

Characteristics of Evaluation

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which phrase correctly defines the term "reliability"?

a. The degree to which evaluations are
essentially objective, rather than
essentially subjective

b. The degree of accuracy of evaluations
of the subordinate

c. The degree of consistency of results of
evaluations, regardless of the time of
evaluation or the particular evaluator

d. A measure of the degree of human error
that is introduceu by evaluators into their
evaluation reports

2. Which phrase correctly defines the term "validity"?

a. The degree to which evaluations are
consistent in their results, regardless
of the time of evaluation or the
particular evaluator

b. The degree to which human errors occur
in making evaluations

c. The degree to which evaluators give high
marks to subordinates on evaluation reports

d. The degree of accuracy of evaluations of
the subordinate
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3. Which phrase correctly describes the halo effect?

a. The tendency to give all suboi inates
high marks if the evaluator is lenient,
or to give all subordinates low marks if
the evaluator is "tough"

b. The tendency to allow a single good trait
to influence all other marks favorably,
or vice versa for a bad trait

c. The tendency to rate subordinates high,
making difficult the distinction among
personnel at the top

d. None of ch., above

Now, check your answers on the ro.,xt page.
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I. c

2. d

3. b

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 2

Now, go to Summary 3 on the next page.
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Summary 3

Advantages and Disadvantages of Evaluations

Advantages of Evaluations

Formal appraisals (e.g., officer fitness reports) have an

advantage over informal judgments, because they require attention

to specific points uniformly stated and thus minimize partiality

or personal bias in the evaluator. Formalized evaluations also

have the advantage that they help superiors analyze and review

the performance of their subordinates. The value of evaluations

is increased when they are the result of a careful review by

several people who know the individual's work. Evaluation of

an individual's leadership performance will, of course, vary

from person'to person, depending on the evaluator's position in

.the chain of command, duration of his working relationship with

the evaluatee, and other conditions. In other words, there is

no such thing as a truly objective evaluation, since an evaluation

is only one individual's perception of another's performance.

The responsibility for preparation and review of rough reports

should therefore be assigned to all the appropriate people in

an organization. In this way, a reasonably accurate evaluation

can be made from various perceptions.

Management should have defensible reasons for departing

from seniority as a criterion for promotions; i.e., when

recommending a van with less seniority for promotion, the

evaluator must be able to defend the mcommendation. Formal

appraisals can help him do this.

A supervisor may deceive himself by believing that day-to-
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day contact with subordinates will make the subordinates aware

of the merit of their performance. A leader is often shocked

to hear a subordinate say, "I was unaware that my performance

was poor." Formal evaluations help eliminate such misunderstandings

and also help the superior prepare adequately for the discussions

on performance which he should have periodically with each

of his subordinates.

Disadvantages of Evaluations

Supervisors may he reluctant to take time and thought to

prepare adequate appraisals, whereas overly detailed evaluation

forms may prove too formidable or may overemphasize small details.

Supervisors are more likely to complete a simpler form satis-

factorily.

In the absence of standards of performance, evaluations

.0. are open to the criticism that they are too subjective. Therefore,

desired standards should always be made clear to subordinates.

Periodic evaluations should not become a substitute for

the continual "coaching" which should exist betWeen superior

and subordinate.

This is the end of Summary 3. Now, take Summary Pre-Quiz 3 on
the next page.
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Summary Pre-Quiz 3

Advantages and Disadvantages of Evaluations

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

AMP

1. Which correctly states an advantage of evaluations?

a. Evaluations assure-subordinates who have
seniority that they will be promoted
before a peer with less seniority.

b. Evaluations help superiors analyze and
review the performance of their subor-
dinates.

c. Evaluations take the place of counseling
subordinates about their performance.

d. Evaluations are essentially objective,
rather than essentially subjective.

2. Which correctly states a disadvantage of evaluations?

a. Evaluations may become a substitute for
the constant "coaching" which should exist
between superior and subordinate.

b. In the absence of standards of performance,
evaluations are criticized for being too
subjective.

c. Overly detailed evaluation forms may
prove too formidable and may over-
emphasize small details.

d. All of the above
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3. Which statement correctly describes how the value of

evaluations is increased?

a. The value of evaluations is increased whet
they are the result of a careful review by
several people who know the individual's
work.

b. The value of evaluations is increased when
they can provide defensible reasons for
departing from seniority as a criterion
for promotions.

c. The value of evaluations is increased by
periodic discussion with subordinates
about their performance.

d. The value of evaluation is increased when
standards of performance exist.

Now, check your answers on page 42.
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1. b

2. d

3. a

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 3

If all your answers are correct, go on to Summary 4 on page 53.
If you missed one or more questions, go to the next page and
go through Programed Sequence 3.

)
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Programed Sequence 3

Advantages and Disadvantages of Evaluations

OVERVIEW: In this frame sequence, you will learn some

of the advantages and disadvantages of

evaluations.

0 Som method of formal appraisal (e.g., officer fitness

reports) is required. Such reports require attention to

specific points uniformly stated and thus minimize partiality

or persoaal bias in the evaluator.

1.That can then be inferred as an advantage of formal

appraisals?

a. The constant error will be maximized.

B

L. They help supervisors carefully analyze
and review the performance of their
subordinates.

.11111.

Evaluations are particularly valuable when they are the

result of careful review by several people who know the

individual's work.

What is one way to increase the value of evaluations?

a. To assign the responsibility for preparation
and review of "rough" reports to all the
appropriate people

b. To assign the careful review of "rough"
reports to the most appropriate person in
your organization

c. Both of the above

d. :Done of the above
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le

a

Wb4eris an advantage of evaluations?

a. Superiors are forced to analyze and review
the performance of their subordinates.

b. Formal appraisals require attention to
specific points uniformly stated and
thus minimize partiality or personal
bias in the evaluator.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which correctly describes a way to increase the value of

evaluations?

a. Analyze and carefully prepare ald review
all evaluation reports yourself.

o. Assign the responsibility for preparation
and review of "rough" reports to all the
appropriate people in your organization.
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When seniority is a criterion for promotions, superiors

should have defensible reasons for departing from seniority.

LT Puller is faced with the problem of
recommending one man for a promotion. He
has two men who have met all the necessary
requirements, but he must choose only one.
Their respective qualifications are listed
below.

Personnel Data Scott Dinkel

Age 22 30

Years of Experience 2 8

Intelligence High Average

Education 2 years of college 1 year of college

Performance Evaluation 3.6 3.2
(average)

Based on the information presented, which man should

LT Fuller select for 13romotion?

a. Scott

b. Dinkel

6 Which statement correctly describes the situation upon

which LT Fuller made his selection in the previous frame?

a. The rationale for departing from seniority
is that Scott's intelligence and education
are of higher quality than Dinkel's and
current performance and aptitude rate high
in recommendations for promotion.

b. Defensible reasons do not exist for departing
from seniority. Scott's areas of higher
quality do not outweigh Dinkel's years of
Navy experience.
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A leader is often shocked to hear a subordinate say,

"I was unaware that my performance was poor." This often

occurs because leaders may deceive themselves by believing

that day-to-day contact with subordinates makes the subor-

dinates aware of the merit of their performance.

What can be inferred from this?

U

9

a. Informal appraisals work when something
other than performance is being judged.

b. Formal appraisals help to eliminate such
misunderstandings.

A new department head is concerned about a
young officer who appears to have a casual
attitude toward the Navy and the concept of
dedication to service usually found in a
naval officer. The young officer's annual
fitness report is prepared for the new
department head to review.

Which states an advantage of evaluations?

a. Evaluations help superiors prepare adequately
for discussions on performance which they
should have with each of their subordinates
periodically.

b. Evaluations already on file will help
senior officers write fitness reports on
officers they don't know.

MINIMMID

Which correctly states an advantage of evaluations?

a. Evaluations take the place of the
discussions which superiors should
have with each of their subordinates
periodically.

b. Formalized evaluations help superiors to
analyze and review the performance of their
men.
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10 There are also disadvantages of evaluations.

A department head receives a variety of
"rough" reports, some very specific in
detailing the accomplishments and areas
requiring improvement in a young officer.
Others are only brief, general statements.
One even says: "A good lad."

Which states a disadvantage of evaluations?

a. A department head usually ends up writing
the evaluations due to nonstandardized
rough reports.

b. A reluctance may exist on the part of
supervisors to take time and thought in
the preparation of adequate appraisals.

[NJ Overly detailed evaluation forms may prove too formidable

and may overemphasize small details. An attempt should be

made to use simpler forms whenever possible.

What can be inferred from this?

a. Small details will be emphasized on the
simpler form.

b. Supervisors will probably take adequate
time and thought to satisfactorily complete
the simpler forms.

In the absence of expected standards of performance, what

can be inferred?

a. Evaluations are criticized for being too
subjective.

b. A variety of evaluation types will be
received, some requiring change.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Which correctly states a disadvantage of evaluations?

a. There may exist a reluctance on the part
of supervisors to take time and thought to
prepare adequate appraisals.

b. Overly detailed forms may prove too
formidable and may overemphasize small
details.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Periodic evaluations should not become a substitute for

the constant "coaching" w,ich should exist between senior

and subordinate.

Which example illustrates this rroblem?

a On a small ship, one of the DOD's is a senior
ensign and his JOOW is a junior ensign. Since
they are of the same rank and are close in
seniority, and since these two officers are
thrown together during social functions, the
senior ensign doesn't point out to his junior
problems that the latter creates when he does
not properly prepare the deck log; e.g., the
junior goes off watch without having completed
and double-checked his entries. The senior
ensign cannot bring himself to be firm with
the junior, so the junior believes that he is
performing his duties in an acceptable fashion.
In an interview with the Executive Officer, the
junior ensign is taken aback when he discovers
that his performance as a watchstander has been
adversely reflected in his annual fitness report.

b. The Executive Officer says to one of the other
JOOWs: "I am really pleased. Since we talked
about the Captain's desire to make the ship
smart on honors and ceremonies, you have
rehearsed the performances often. When you're
the OOD I know that the bridge and quarterdeck
watches will render honors properly."
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Which is an advantage of evaluations?

a. Evaluations help superiors prepare adequately
for the discussions on performance which
they should have with each of their subor-
dinates periodically.

b. Evaluations can substitute for the constant
"coaching" which goes on between superior
and subordinate.

Which correctly describes a way to increase the value of

evaluations?

m

a. Assign the careful review of your "rough"
reports to an appropriate person.

b. Assign the responsibility for preparation
and review of "rough" reports to the
appropriate people.

Which correctly states a disadvantage of evaluations?

a. If expected standards of performance are
absent, evaluations are criticized for
being too subjective.

b. Periodic evaluations may become a
substitute for the constant "coaching"
which should exist between superior and
subordinate.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

This is the end of Programed Sequence 3. Now, go to the next
page and take the Quiz.
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Summary Post-Quiz 3

Advantages and Disadvantages of Evaluations

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which correctly states an advantage of evaluations?

a. Evaluations help superiors analyze and
review the performance of their subordinates

b. Evaluations are essentially objective,
rather than essentially subjective.

c. Evaluations take the place of counseling
subordinates about their performance.

d. Evaluations assure subordinates who have
seniority that they will be promoted
before a peer with less seniority.

2. Which statement correctly describes how the value of

evaluations is increased?

a. The value of evaluations is increased when
standards of performance exist.

b. The value of evaluations is increased when
they can provide defensible reasons for
departing from seniority as a criterion
for promotions.

c. The value of evaluations is increased when
they are the result of a careful review by
several people who know the individual's
work.

d. The value of evaluations is increased by
periodic discussion with subordinates about
their performance.
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3. Which correctly states a disadvantage of evaluations?

a. Evaluations may become a substitute for
the constant "coaching" which should exist
between superior and subordinate.

b. In the absence of standards of performance,
evaluations are criticized for being too
subjective.

c. Overly detailed evaluation forms may prove
too formidable and may overemphasize small
details.

d. All of the above

Now, check your answers on the next page.
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1. a

2. c

3. d

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 3

...
Now, go to Summary 4 on the next page.

w
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Summary 4

Discussion of Evaluation Reports With Personnel and
Alternatives to Current Methods

Purposes and Procedure

Each man has a right to know how his work performance is

rated and where he stands in the organization. Discussions

provide an opportunity for a senior and subordinate to review

the possible causes of evaluatons which are lower than the

subordinate has anticipated, particularly if the conditions

have not been disamsed previously. Such discussions are

also used to acknowledge good performance or to warn subor-

dinates of poor performance and to point out how and where they

can improve.

Face-to-face talks can be the most difficult part of a

leader's job and thus may often be avoided by him. A super-

visor may be willing to do the paperwork but fail in his duty

of telling a subordinate how he stands or what he needs to do

to improve himself.

The best procedure for discussions is to begin with the

subordinate's strong points and continue into those areas

needing Improvement. A superior who learns to be a good

listener may also benefit from the discussion.

Techniques

There are three techniques used in the discussion of evalu-

ation reports with personnel. One of these is the tell and sell

technique. This technique works well with insecure and

inexperienced personnel, but there is a risk of stifling upward

communication.
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The tell and listen technique takes a subordinate's feelings

into consideration but does not usually provide a constructive

solution.

Through the problem-solving technique, a constructive

problem-solving approach is developed in the subordinate and a

mutual interest is established between superior and subordinate.

The result is management by mutually established objectives.

This approach is well expressed in the following quote by Douglas

McGregor:

"Effective development of managers does not include
coercing them (no matter how benevolently) into
acceptance of the goals of the enterprise, nor does
it mean manipulating their behavior to suit organi-
zational needs. Rather, it calls for creating a
relationship within which a man can take respon-
sibility for developing his own potentials, plan
for himself, and Barn from putting his plans
into action. In the process he can gain a
genuine sense of satisfaction, for he is utilizing
his own capabilities to achieve simultaneously both
his objectives and those of the organization.
Unless this is the nature of the relationship,
development becomes a euphemism."

Alternatives to Present Evaluation Methods

There are two alternatives to present evaluation methods,

both nonsystematic appraisals. One is informal judgment, which

may be easier than other methods, but which can be affected by

human frailties and does not present a consistent base for

evaluation.

The second alternative uses seniority as the sole criterion.

This method has obvious disadvantages for management because

there is no assurance that the organization is using its full

performance potential.
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In conclusion, no adequate alternative to a systematic and

uniform method of evaluation exists if management is to avoid

charges of discrimination or arbitrary action. In the absence

of a better system of evaluation, the present methods must be

continued. The present system offers the advantage of multiple

perceptions of one individual's performance. From these

multiple perceptions the discerning leader can generally gain

a fair picture of the evaluatee's capabilities.

This is the end of Summary 4. Now, go to the next page and
take the Quiz.
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Summary Pre-Quiz 4

Discussion of Evaluation Resorts with Personnel
an Alternatives to Current et o s

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which correctly states a purpose for discussing evaluation

reports with personnel?

a. Discussion is used as a substitute for
counseling and the constant "coaching"
which should exist between senior and
subordinate.

b. Discussion is used to ensure subordinates'
confidence that their superiors are
interested in them and are concerned
about their welfare.

c. Discussion is used to acknowledge good
performance or to warn subordinates of
poor performance and to point out how
and where they can improve.

d. All of the above

2. Which statement correctly describes the discussion tech-

nique of "problem solving"?

a. There is a risk of stifling upward
communication.

b. Subordinates' feelings are taken into
consideration.

c. The technique works well with insecure
and inexperienced personnel.

d. A mutual interest is established between
superior and subordinate.
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3. Which statement correctly describes the best procedure

to follow when holding an evaluation discussion?

a. Begin with the strong points and then
continue with the areas needing
improvement.

b. Begin with the areas needing improvement
and then continue with the strong points.

c. Begin with a general discussion in order
to make the subordinate as comfortable and
as at ease as possible.

d. None of the above

Now, check your answers on the next page.

t4
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1. c

2. d

3. a

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 4

If all your answers are correct, you have completed this segment.If you missed one or more questions, go to the next page and gothrough Programed Sequence 4.
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Programed Sequence 4

Discussion of Evaluation Reports with Personnel
and Alternatives to Current Methods

OVERVIEW: In this frame sequence you will learn the

purposes and procedures of discussion and

techniques of discussion of evaluation reports

with personnel. You will also learn some

alternatives to present evaluation methods.

The concept underlying discussion of evaluation reports

of personnel is each man's right to know how he is doing at

work and where he stands in the organization (feedback).

Discussions have two purposes:

1) Recognition of good performance

2) Counseling of subordinates who need to
do better

An Executive Officer discusses an annual
fitness report with one of the division
officers of the Engineering Department. He
tells the officer that his performance is
satisfactory, but there is a need for improve-
ment. Specifically, he suggests that greater
attention to machinery history cards, check
lists, repair lists, and follow-through would
result in an improved rating in subsequent
reports.

In this example what is the Executive Officer doing?

a. Telling his subordinate he ought to do
better and pointing out how and where
he can improve

b. Reviewing the possible causes of lower
than anticipated ratings

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Another purpose for discussion is to acknowledge good

performance.

Which is an example of this?

111

a. An Executive Officer discusses an annual
fitness report with one of the division
officers of the Eng nLering Department.
He tells this officer that his performance
compares favorably with that ofthe other
officers in the department.

b. An Executive Officer discusses an annual
fitness report with an officer. He says,
"I've seen very few OOD's who can conn a
ship like this as well as you. I want
you to know that your performance has
been reflected in this report."

Supervisors may be willing to do the paperwork, but feel

badly at having to tell another man how he stands or what he

needs to do to improve himself.

What can you infer?

a. Face-to-face talks can be the most difficult
part of a leader's job, and he may avoid them.

b. Face-to-face talks should not be conducted
by anyone other than counselors.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which correctly states a purpose of discussion?

a. To warn some personnel that they must
do better

b. To acknowledge good performance

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Which is correct concerning face-to-face discussions?

a. They are one of the easier parts of a
leader's job. Talking to his men is
certainly nothing unusual.

b. They can be the most difficult part of
a leader's job, and he can fail La2ly at
them if he is not careful.

The following example illustrates a procedure for

discussion of evaluation reports with personnel.

A department head initiated his discussion of
a junior's fitness report by commenting on the
importance of the report system and the fact
that it merits attention despite the paper-
work. He and the junior officer then exchanged
views on how much of an officer's time is
expended on reports and similar matters. The
senior pointed out that one of his own concerns
is that administrative matters keep him from
spending as much time with the men as he would
like.

He added, "I've noticed, in fact, that you
seem to enioy working with your men. It

shows in ,'Le fact that you are aware of what's
going on in the division. I've been so
impressed with that point that it's reflected
in your fitness report."

The division officer thanked his superior,
then remarked tnat one of his problems is
the frequent conflict between the second and
first class POs. "Occasionally I've had to
step in and reprimand them," he admitted.

The department head expressed surprise to
hear of the problem and added, "You shouldn't
have to be so harsh with POs. They must learn
to take responsibility too. It doesn't help
to reprimand them in front of others either."

"Yes, I know. You're talking about that
incident in the auxiliary pump room. I

shouldn't have been so harsh with the second
class."
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"It's not that so much. It would have been
better to wait until you were alone with him,
or could have taken him aside. He may have had

/ the reprimand coming, but not in front of the
other men."

....

"Well, I got excited," said the junior.

"You'll have to watch that. That can hurt you
in or out of the Navy."

"Yes....I know."

"Well, that's past and forgotten. Don't dwell
on it. I'm glad you told me ab3ut the problems
between those two petty officers. Keep in mind
some way we can break them up. Maybe I can put
the first class into B Division. I'll check
on it."

The department head then closed the interview.

Which correctly describes a procedure for discussion?

a. A superior who learns to be a good
listener may benefit from the discussion.

b. A superior should begin with the strong
points and then continue with the areas
needing improvement.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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One of the techniques of discussion is tell-and-sell.

(Sell your subordinates on the idea after you've told them

what it is.) ..,

The Executive Officer of a DE used for Reserve
cruises calls a meeting of his department heads
to discuss a forthcoming material inspection.
He feels that damage control is a weak area due
to the many reservists on board. He shows the
officers the last DC report and points out the
prevalence of unsatisfactory fittings. He
states that the only acceptable way he can see
to prepare the ship for the inspection is for
each officer to assume the responsibility for
getting the reservists to upgrade the fittings
in their areas of the ship. During the meeting,
the fact that the work load exceeds the
capacity of the damage controlmen becomes
apparent. The meeting breaks up with all
agreeing with the Executive Officer's
suggestion about the distribution of the
responsibility.

Which is true of tell-and-sell?

a. Good with insecure and inexperienced
personnel

b. Risk of stifling upward communication

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Another technique is tell-and-listen. This technique

takes subordinates' feelings into consideration, but

usually does not develop a constructive solution.

Which is an example of tell-and-listen?

a. The Executive Officer of a destroyer calls
the Chief Engineer to his stateroom to tell
him that the annual material inspection has
been scheduled. He points,out, and the
Chief Engineer acknowledges, that damage
control is a weak area and that there are
an unusually large number of fittings that
need attention. tie Chief Engineer explains
that there has been both a manpower and a
supply problem, but that both have nowbeen
remedied. The meeting concludes as the
Chief Engineer says, "I'll get Hurlbutt on it
right away!"

9

b. The JOOW calls the boatswain's mate of the
watch and tells him to get a working party
to bring the stores on board. The
boatswains mate says that the stores are
mostly for the Engineering Department. The
JOOW listens and then says, "Like I told
you--get some seamen and get those stores
aboard."

Which is true of the tell-and-sell technique?

a. Risk of stifling upward communication

b. Usually no constructive solution
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The problem-solving technique develops a constructive

problem-solving approach in subordinates and establishes a

mutual interest between superior and subordinate. This

results in management by mutually established objectives.

Which is an example of the problem-solving technique?

a. The Executive Officer of a destroyer escort
calls a meeting of his department heads to
discuss a forthcoming material inspection.
He feels that damage control is a weak area
and opens the meeting with a statement to this
effect. After giving a few examples of
fittings that require repair, he asks if
anyone has any suggestions. At first, not
much is said. The Chief Engineer is confused
and resentful. He cannot understand the
reason for a meeting of all department heads
to discuss his problem. One or two of the
more vocal apartment heads are happy to
mention other fittings that require repair.
The Chief Engineer finally says, "I'll check
into it," and the discussion turns to other
topics related to the inspection.

b. The Executive Officer of a destroyer escort
calls the Chief Engineer to his stateroom
to tell him that the annual material inspection
has been'scheduled and states that the ship's
damage control readiness will receive particular
attention. The Chief Engineer acknowledges
the problem but points out that for a number of
years that area has not received the attention
necessary to maintain any real damage control
readiness. Therefore, the problem of preparing
for the inspection is greater than the capacity
of the Engineering Department. The Executive
Officer says that he realizes this and asks what
steps can be taken to bolster the department.
After some discussion, they agree to call a
meeting of the other department heads to see
if the other departments can lend a hand. The
Executive Officer says in closing, "Let's go
into this meeting knowing what is needed and
get up some kind of a work list to show how
big the job is. They'll really have to be
convinced if they are going to 'turn to' for
somebody else." The meeting concludes as the
Chief Engineer says, "Aye, aye, sir, I'll get
Hurlbutt on the list right awayl"
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Which correctly describes a procedure for discussion

of evaluation reports with personnel?

a. Begin with the areas needing improvement
and then continue with the strong points.

b. Begin with the strong points and then
continue with the areas needing improve-
ment.

m

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which is true of the prbblem-solving technique?

a. Establishes a mutual interest between
superior and subordinate

b. Is good with insecure and inexperienced
personnel

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which correctly states a purpose for discussion?

a. To give superior and subordinate a chance
to get to know each other better

b. To let subordinates know that their
superiors are interested in them and
their welfare

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Read the following quote by Douglas McGregor.

"Effective development of managers does not
include coercing them (no matter how
benevolently) into acceptance of the goals
of the enterprise, nor does it mean mani-
pulating their behavior to suit organizational
needs. Rather, it calls for creating a
relationship within which a man can take
responsibility for developing his own
potentials, plan for himself, and learn
from putting his plans into action. In
the process he can gain a genuine sense of
satisfaction for he is utilizing his own
capabilities to achieve simultaneously both
his objectives and those of the organization.
Unless this is the nature of the relation-
ship, development becomes a euphemism."

Which technique of discussion is described in this quote?

a. Tell-and-sell

b. Tell-and-listen

c. Problem-solving

d. None of the above

There are two alternatives to present evaluation methods;

both are nonsystematic appraisals. One of these is informal

judgment. This method may be easier than others, but it allows

human frailties to enter the picture.

What is another argument against this method?

a. The method of informal judgment does not
present a consistent basis for evaluation.

b. The method of informal judgment is as
reliable as most other methods.
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16 The other nonsystematic alternative uses seniority as

the sole criterion. This method has obvious disadvantages

for management.

What is one of the disadvantages of this method?

a. Those with less seniority will leave the
Navy because they will never get promoted,
selected, etc.

b. There is less assurance that the organi-
zation is maximizing its performance
potential.

Miilm=1Mt,

Presently, no adequate alternative to a systematic and

uniform method of evaluation exists if the organization wants

to avoid charges of discrimination or arbitrary action.

What can you conclude?

a. In the absence of the development of a better
system of evaluation, the present approaches
are the best.

b. The organization should ignore charges of
discrimination or arbitrary action and
use whatever method of evaluation seems
appropriate.

.1111

Which statement is true concerning the alternatives

to present evaluation methods?

a. They are nonsystematic appraisals.

b. They are based upon informal judgment or
seniority.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Which correctly describes the present situation

involving current methods and alternative methods of

evaluation?

a. Since the alternative methods of evaluation
are no better than the present methods, it
does not matter which methods are used.

b. Since an optimum system of evaluation has
,:at been developed, the present approaches
are the best.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

1
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20

4.'

A midshipman 1/c company commander called in MIDN 2/c

Haynes to appoint him manager of the battalion intramural

lacrosse team. He explained his choice of Haynes on the

basis of his personality, general athletic background,

demonstrated leadership within the company and his overall

enthusiasm and drive.

Match the following examples to the appropriate tech-

niques.

1) The Company Commander then a.
said, "I've decided,
Haynes, that you're b.
definitely our best man
for the job. What do you c.
think of the idea?"
Haynes answered that his
one objection was he felt
he needed extra academic
instruction in the after-
noons. The Company
Commander then ended the
meeting by saying, "Well,
I'm sure you're capable
a handling that problem,
and you will make a good
team manager."

2) The Company Commander
ended by saying, "Haynes,
I feel that you're
definitely our best man
for the job. If you have
any objections, let's
discuss them." Haynes
then told him that he was
reluctant to accept because
he felt he needed his after-
noons for extra academic
instruction this spring.
"I see," answered the
Company Commander. "That
certainly is a legitimate
reason. We do need someone
competent, however. Could
you suggest another man for
the job?" Haynes then

-70-
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I

suggested MIDN 2/c Miller;
pointing out that his
special interest is
lacrosse. He was
previously unavailable
due to football commit-
ments, but would be avail-
able this spring, he
added. The Company
Commander agreed that
MIDN 2/c Miller would be
a good choice, thanked
Haynes, and closed the
meeting.

3) The Company Commander
then concluded the
meeting with the words,
"I've decided, Haynes,
that you're definitely
our best man for the
job! We're looking
forward to a great
season."

a. 1-b, 2-c, 3-a

b. 1-b, 2-a, 3-c

c. 1-a, 2-b, 3-c

This is the end of Programed Sequence 4. Now, go to the next
page and take the Quiz.
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Summary Post-Quiz 4

Discussion of Evaluation Reports with Personnel and
ATI6filati-Ves to Current Methods

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which statement correctly describes the discussion

technique known as "problem solving"?

a. Subordinates' feelings are taken into
consideration.

b. A mutual interest is established between
superior and slbordinate.

c. There is a risk of stifling upward
communication.

d. The technique works well with insecure
and inexperienced personnel.

2. Which correctly states a purpose for discussing

evaluation reports with personnel?

a. Discussion is used to acknowledge good
performance or to warn subordinates of
poor performance and to point out how
and where they can improve.

b. Discussion is used to ensure subor-
dinates that their superiors are
interested in them and are concerned
with their welfare.

c. Discussion is used as a substitute for
counseling and the constant "coaching"
which should occur between senior and
subordinate.

d. All of the above
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3. Which statement correctly describes the best procedure

to follow when holding an evaluation discussion?

a. Begin with the areas needing improvement
and then continue with the strong points.

b. Begin with the strong points and then
continue with the areas needing improve-
ment.

c. Begin with a general discussion in order
to make the subordinate as comfortable
and at ease as possible.

d. None of the above

Now, check your answers on the next page.
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1. b

2. a

3. b

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 4

This is the end of Part Eleven, Segment I.
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INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY PART ELEVEN
AND LEADERSHIP SEGMENT I

THE ROLE OF EVALUATION

PROGRESS CHECK

Question 1.

Select the stateme't which correctly describes the concept

of evaluation.

a. Evaluation is a systematic, unrecorded appraisal
of personnel by their supervisors or others who
are familiar with their performance.

b. Evaluation is a systematic appraisal rf personnel
by their supervisor, which is recorded on a
form and follows the individual through two
changes of assignment.

c. Evaluation is a systematic appraisal of personrel
by their supervisors, or others familiar with
their work which is recorded on a prescribed
form and becomes part of the individual's
personnel record.

d. Evaluation is a systematic appraisal of personnel
by no fewer than three senior officers who
record the appraisal permanently in the unit and
individual's file.

'I.-
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Question 2.

Select the statement(s) which describe(s) the importance

of evaluations to the Navy.

a. Evaluations are important to the Navy because
they provide incentive and recognition that
should help retain deserving personnel in the
service, while unfavorable evaluations may tend
to eliminate the poor performers and encouraee
the marginal to greater effort. They also
provide the basis for future personnel action.

b. Evaluations are important to the Navy because
they are its only completely objective system
of judging performance.

c. Evaluations are important to the Navy because
they_eliminate the need to judge an individual
on the basis of his performance.

d. All of the above.

*SY
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Question 3.

From the following examples of performance evaluations below,

select the one in which the evaluation is truly indicative of the

subordinate's performance.

a. LT Libby evaluated CPO Poch's performance. In
his evaluation he stressed Poch's aggressive
response to orders, and his strict adherence
to detail. So as to maximize his inten-., LT
Libby mentioned only a few of CPO Poch': errors.

b. LT George evaluated PO Koehler's performance.
The other men in the department had received
favorable reports and PO Koehler had certainly
been no worse. LT George emphasised the
important role PO Koehler had performed in
administering the routine of the typing pool.

c. LT Moon evaluated CPO Walker's performance.
LT Moon recorded all of CPO Walker's exceptional
abilities, and his gross errors. LT Moon had
not marked anyone else as highly as Walker, but
he also omitted mention of some if their
shortcomings.

d. None of the above
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Question 4.

Select the sequence of terms which correctly identifies the

following tendencies in performance evaluations.

I) The tendency to give all subordinates high marks
if you are lenient, or to give all subordinates
low marks if you are tough

2) The general tendency to rate "high" making it
difficult to distinguish among personnel at the
top

3) The tendency to allow a single good trait to
influence ali other marks favorably, or vice
versa for a bad trait

a. 1) Halo effect, 21 cc.nstant error
3) generosity error

b. 1) Constant error, 2) halo effect
3) generosity error

c. 1) Constant error, 2) generosity error
3) halo effect

d. 1) Halo effect, 2) generosity error
3j constant error
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Question S.

select the statement which correctly describes an advantage

of performance evaluations.

a. Evaluations provide an opportunity for supervisors
to meet their subordinates.

b. Evaluations are no substitute for the supervisor's
thoroughly reviewing the general comments he
may accumulate while working with his subordinates
on a day-to-day basis.

c. Evaluation greatly improves group sol;darity and
morale, because each man feels he is receiving
personal attention from management.

d. Evaluations may provide the basis and justification
for departing from seniority when considering a
subordinate fcr promotion.

Question 6.

Select the statement which correctly describes the

'imitations or disadvantages of evaluation.

a. Supervisors often spend too much time involved
with evaluations and ignore their other duties.

b. Too often, periodic evaluations become a
substitute for the "counseling" necessary
between supervisor and subordinate.

c. In the absence of expected standards, evaluations
are open to the criticism that they are coo
objective.

d. Use of over-simplified evaluation forms places
a limitation on the effectiveness of the evaluator
because many important details concerning the
subordinate are normally omitted.
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Question..7.
Select the statement which correctly describes the conclusions

regarding the alternatives to present evaluation methods.

a. Presently, several satisfactory alternatives to
a systematic and uniform method of evaluation
exist.

b. Present evaluation methods are too lenient on
the men, consequently the system, as it exists,
is generally ineffective.

c. The present system is universally considered
the ideal system.

d. Assuming management wants to avoid charges of
discrimination or arbitrary action, there is
no adequate alternative to the existing
systematic and uniform method of evaluation.

Question 8.

Select the statement which correctly describes one of the

purposes of discussing evaluation reports with personnel.

a. To impress poor or marginal performers with the
prospect of punishment if they do not show
immediate improvement

b. To provide an opportunity for internal
meetings between senior'and subordinate

c. To inform subordinates of their performance
levels, and to point out how and where
they can attempt to improve

d. To give each man a feeling of importance and
identity within the group.
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Question 9.

LT Hammond is preparing to evaluate EN Holly. EN Holly is an

experienced engineman. He has always been aggressive and quite

energetic in the performance of his duties. Lately, his performance

has dropped to a marginally acceptable level, and upon two occasions

his work has even been substandard.

Select the statement which describes how-LT Hammond might best.

structure his discussion.

a. Since EN Holly has shown a definite capability
to do the work, LT Hammond should be firm and
use a "Tell and Sell" technique and impress EN
Holly with the possibility of punishment for
continued poor performance.

b. Because EN Holly is an experienced engineman,
LT Hammond should use the "Problem-Solving"
techniques and attempt to establish mutual
objectives.

c. EN Holly is apparently having a temporary morale
problem and LT Hammond should structure his
discussion to use the "Listen and Tell' technique,
and not mention this temporary lapse in
performance to EN Holly.

I
d. LT Hammond should let the discussion develop

before he decides which technique to use.
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Question 10.

Select the correct sequence of discussion techniques which i:

described by the folrowing:

1) Is good with insecure personnel

2) Considers subordinate's feelings

3) Establishes a mutual interest between superior and
subordinate, using mutually established goals

a. 1) Tell and sell, 2) Tell and listen,
3) Problem-solving

b. 1) Problem-solving, 2) Tell and listen
3) Tell and sell

c. 1) Tell and sell, 2) Problem-solving
3) Fell and listen

d. 1) Tell and listen, 2) Tell and sell,
3) Problem-solving

...
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FOREWORD

"Nature knows no pause in
progress and development."

Goethe

This segment addresses problems specific to evaluation

of enlisted performance, accenting the administrative and

procedural requirements as well as the items that are used

as the basis for measurement. While relatively short in length,

this segment serves as a foundation for a later requirement

to be fully appreciative of the impact and importance of

enlisted man evaluation. Its criticality to morale, retention

and promotion within the service cannot be overlooked.

.4.
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INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHW,OGY PART ELEVEN
AND LEADERSHIP SEGMENT II

ENLISTED PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Summary 1

Purposes and Basis of Measurement

Introduction

Reports evaluating the performance of duties by enlisted

men are required by the Chief of Naval Personnel. These

evaluations are made periodically by superv±sats within a

command and they constitute a permanent chramological perfor-

mance record of an individual's career.

Purpose of Enlisted Performance Evaluations

The periodic written evaluations of enlisted personnel

provide a permanent performance record which is used to:

1) Determine eligibility for reenlistment,
honorable discharge, and awar
conduct medals

d of good

7) Give the Commanding Officer the prerogative
of definitely. influencing the advancement
of outstanding personnel

3) Select personnel for advancement in rate,
assignment to special duties, special
educational programs, and for appointment
to commissioned status

-1-
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Basis of Measurement

Objectivity is essential in evaluating the performance

of duties by enlisted personnel because these evaluations

are used for comparing the individual's performance with

that of other personnel of the same rate, pay grade, and

experience. This comparison is accomplished by grading the men

in the following five subject areas.

1) Professional' performance (i.e., skill` and
efficiency in performing all except
supervisory duties)

2) Military behavior (i.e., acceptance of
authority and conformance to behavioral
standards)

") Leadership and supervisory ability (i.e.,
ability to plan, assign, and direct work)

4) Military appearance (i.e., neatness in person
and dress)

5) Adaptability (i.e., cooperation and ability
to work well with others)

WNW

This is the end of Summary 1. Now, take Summary Pre-Quiz 1
on the next page.
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Summary Pre-Quiz 1

Purposes and Basis of Measurement

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which statement correctly describes a reason for having

enlisted evaluation reports?.

a. The Chief of Naval Personnel is provided an
opportunity to delegate some of his authority.

b. They provide a permanent chronological
appraisal of personnel performance.

c. They provide a basis for disciplining chose
who fail to live up to standards.

d. They provide an insight into the motivation
and operations of the man being evaluated.

2. Which statement correctly describes how enlisted perfor-

mance evaluations can be used?

a. To determine eligibility for reenlistment,
honorable discharge, or award of good
conduct medal

b. To give the Commanding Officer the prerogative
of definitely influencing the advancement
opportunities of outstanding personnel

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-3-
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3. Which choice correctly lists basis of measurement upon

which the performances of enlisted men are evaluated?

a. Military bearing, competence, integrity,
leadership skills

b. Professional performance, moral respon-
sibility, leadership skills, military
behavior

c. Moral responsibility, military behavior,
adaptability, integrity

d. Military appearance, adaptability, profes-
sional performance, military behavior,
leadership and supervisory ability

Now, check your answers on page 6.

i

-4-
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1. b

2. c

3. d

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 1

;

If all your answers are correct, go on to Summary 2 on page
17. If you missed one or more questions, go to the next
page and go through Programed Sequence 1.

A
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1

Programed Sequence 1

Purposes and Basis of Measurement

OVERVIEW: In this frame sequence, you will learn the

purposes and basis of enlisted performance

evaluations.

1E1 The Chief of Naval Personnel has the responsibility for

the overall administration of enli'Sted personnel.

Which of the following can bi! assumed?

a. The administration of enlisted performance
evaluations is normally delegated to
Commanding Officers and officers in charge.

b. The administration of enlisted performance
evaluations is normally carried out by the
Chief of Naval Personnel.
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1. Determine eligibility for reenlistment,
honorable discharge, and award of the
Good Conduct Medal.

2. Give the Commanding Officer the prerogative
of definitely influencing the advancement
of outstanding personnel.

3. Select personnel for advancement in rating
assignment to special duties, special
educational programs, and for appointment
to commissioned status.

Figure 1. Uses of Enlisted Performance Evaluations

One of the reasons 'or having evaluation reports is

that they provide a permanent chronological appraisal of

personnel performance. This chronological record is used,

among other things, for determining eligibility for reen-

listment, honorable discharge, or award of the Good Conduct

Medal.

Which of the following illustrates this purpose?

a. The Personnel Officer used the evaluation
reports in determining that the sailor needed
three more months of good conduct to be
eligible for the Good Conduct Medal.

b. The Personnel Officer used the evaluation
reports in determining the eligibility of
the sailor to reenlist.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-8-
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Read the following example which illustrates another

use of enlisted performance evaluations.

After the department heads had completed the
enlisted evaluation reports, the Captain reviewed
them. He noticed some low marks on a man that he
considered well above average. The Captain
returned the report for reevaluation and added
his own comments to counter the low marks given
by the division officer.

What use of enlisted performance evaluations does this

example illustrate?

a. To enable commanding officers to review
the attitudes oiF division officers

a

b. To enable commanding officers to positively
influence the advancement of outstanding
individuals

Which of the following correctly states a reason for

having evaluation reports?

a. They provide a permanent chronological
appraisal of personnel performance.

o. To determine eligibility for reenlist-
ment, honorable discharge and award of
good conduct medals

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

I
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a Here is, still another way in which enlisted perfor-

mance evaluations can be used: to assist various boards

in their selection of personnel for advancement, appointment

to commissioned status, and assignment to speci1 duties

and educational programs.

Which example illustrates this use of enlisted perfor-

mance evaluations?

a. "In summation, I want each of you division
officers to remember this when you evaluate
your men: If you grade too high, you may
be helping an undeserving man to be advanced
in rate," concluded the department head.

b. The Executive Officer's memo to the depart-
ment heads reminded them that they were
required to submit special performance
evaluation reports on those petty officers
who had been recommended for appointment to
commissioned status.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-10-
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6 Objectivity is essential in evaluating the performance

of duties by enlisted personnel because these evaluations

are used for comparing the individual's performance with

that of other personnel of the same rating, pay grade, and

experience.

Which of these cases illustrates objectivity in making

enlisted performance eva?uations?

a. The young ensign filling out his chief's
performance evaluation thought, "Maybe I
am grading him a bit high, but then we
play golf together and are good friends.
So why shouldn't I give a friend an extra
boost? Even the BuPers Manual says it is
impossible to attain uniformity in personnel
evaluations."

b. "Naturally," continued the young division
officer, "my personal dislike of the man
influenced his performance evaluation
report."

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Figure 2 below states the basis of measurement in

enlisted performance evaluations.

The report of enlisted performance evaluation

evaluates the individual on the following basis:

1. Professional performance

2. Military behavior

3. Leadership and supervisory ability

4. Military appearance

S. Adaptability

Figure 2. Basis of Measurement
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n

9

Which is true?

a. Evaluation reports permit the Commanding
Officer to positively influence the
advancement of outstanding individuals.

b. Evaluation reports provide a permanent
chronological appraisal of personnel
performance.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which choice correctly states the five major areas for

evaluating the performance of duties by enlisted personnel?

a. Creativity
Integrity
Military bearing
Adaptability
Leadership and supervisory ability

b. Professional performance
Military behavior
Military appearance
Adaptability
Leadership and supervisory ability

10 Which statement correctly describes a use of enlisted

performance evaluations?

a. They assist various boards.in their selections
of personnel for advancement and appointment
to commissioned status.

b. They assist various boards in their selection
of personnel for assignment to special duties
rand educational programs.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Now, go to the next page and take the Quiz.
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Summary Post-Quiz'l

Purposes and Basis of Measurement

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1, Which choice correctly lists basis of measurement upon

which the performances of enlisted men are evaluated?

a. Professional performance, moral responsi-
bility, leadership skills, military
behavior

b. Military bearing, competence, integrity,
leadership skills

c. Moral responsibility, military behavior,
adaptability, integrity

d. Military appearance, adaptability,
professional performance, military behavior,
leadership and supervisory ability

2. Which statement describes correctly a reason for having

enlisted evaluation reports?

a. They provide a permanent chrohological
appraisal of personnel performance.

b. They provide a basis for disciplining those
who fail to live up to standards.

c. They provide an insight into the motivation
and operations of the man being evaluated.

d. The Chief of Naval Personnel is pro'cided an
opportunity to delegate some of his authority

-13-
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3. Which statement correctly describes how enlisted perfor-

manc.1 evaluations can be used?

a. To determine eligibility for reenlistment,
honorable discharge, or award of good
conduct medal

b. To give the Commanding Officer the prerogative
of definitely influencing the advancement 1

opportunities of outstanding personnel

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Now, check your answers on page 16.

m.o....,
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I. d

2. a

3. c

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 1

Now, go to Summary 2 on the next page.
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Summary 2

Preparation of Evaluation Reports

Enlisted performance evaluations fall into two categories:

regular and special. The former are submitted at regular

intervals and submission dates vary by pay grade. The latter

are used to update for special reports the performance data

currently on file. On pages 19 and 20 there is a copy of the

NAVPERS 792 form used for both types of evaluation reports.

Detailed requirements for the regular and special evaluation

reports are listed in the BuPers Manual.

Responsibility for preparation of enlisted evaluation

reports rests with the Commanding Officer. Furthermore, his

signature or that of his designated representative(s) (Executive

Officer or department heads above lieutenant) must appear on

the completed report form. The Commanding Officer is also required

to make certain that each evaluation reflects the individual's

demonstrated performance and abilities in comparison with those of

his contemporaries and are in accordance with established Navy

standards. It is important that serious shortcomings and

other deficiencies affecting reliability be reported and

justified by specific comments. Similarly, "extremely effective"

evaluations must also be justified by written comment. Further,

the Commanding Officer is responsible for the proper indoctri-

nation of those officers and enlisted personnel in the chain of

-17-
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command who are charged with preparing and submitting evaluation

reports. Normally, the appropriate petty officer submits a

"rough" report on an individual to his division officer for review

and revision; the department head reviews it next; and then

the final report is signed by the officer(s) designated by the

Commanding Officer.

This is the end of Summary 2. Now, take Summary Pre-Quiz 2 onpage 21.

-18-
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Summary Pre-Quiz 2

Preparation of Evaluation Reports

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. What factors of comparison are utilized in evaluating

a man's abilities and performance?

a. Past performance and established standards

b. Established standards and expected performance

c. Established standards and performance
by the man's contemporaries

d. Capabilities of the man's contemporaries
and established standards

2. Which statement correctly describes the action to be

taken when an individual's performance has been judged

"extremely effective" or "inadequate"?

a. The judgment must be reviewed by the Commanding
Officer.

b. The judgment must be justified by written
comment.

c. The appropriate officer must counsel the
individual who received the judgment.

d. The Commanding Officer must reevaluate the
individual's performance to ensure validity.

3. Who is responsible for the final evaluation of enlisted

personnel?

a. Department head

b. Division officer

c. Petty officer

d. Commanding Officer

-21-
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Now, check your answers.

1. c

2. b

3. d

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 2

If all your answers are correct, you have completed this
segment. If you missed one or more questions, go to the next
page and go through Programed Sequence 2.
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Programed Sequence 2

Preparation of Evaluation Reports

OVERVIEW: In this frame sequence, you will learn about

the preparation of evaluation reports.

The Commanding Officer is responsible for the final

evaluation of enlisted personnel.

Which example illustrates this?

a. The administrative instructions of the
aircraft carrier authorized the department
heads to sign enlisted evaluation reports.

b. The lieutenant, who was the destroyer's
Chief Engineer, told the division officers
to have the enlisted evaluation reports
made out for his signature. He explained
that the Captain was too busy to get
wrapped up in such details.

Who is responsible for the final evaluation'of enlisted

personnel?

a. Department head

b. Petty officer

c. Commanding Officer

d. Division officer

Each evaluation should be objective, i.e., based upon

the individual's abilities and performance as compared to

established standards and the performance of the man's

contemporaries.

-23-
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0 Which factor is used in evaluating an individual's

abilities and performance?

a. Past evaluations of performance

b. Established standards

0 Refer to the NAVPERS Form 792 on pages 25 and 26. Sections

of the NAVPERS 792 that contain an asterisk (which indicates

the high and low extremes of each trait) have to be

individually justified in Item B.

0 Which factors are used to evaluate a man's abilities

and performance?

a. Established standards

b. Performance of the individual's contempofaries

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

In Which correctly states the action to be taken on the

NAVPERS Form 792 when an individual's performance has been

judged "extremely effect:ye" or "inadequate"?

a. The judgment must then be reviewed by
the Commanding Officer.

b. The judgment must be justified by
written comment.

-24-
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ENLISTED PERFORMANCE EVALUATION Eleven/II/ST/SV

The Commanding Officer is also responsible for the p"oper

indoctrination of those officers and enlisted personnel in

the chain of command who are charged with preparing and

submitting evaluation reports.

Which of these follows the correct procedure for

preparing evaluation reports?

a. The appropriate petty officer submits a
"rough" report on an individual to his
division officer for review and required
revision.

b. The department head reviews the report
after the division officer has reviewed
it.

. .

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which of the following is true?

a. "Rough" evalUations are.made by the
appropriate division officers. The
Commanding Officer has responsibility
for the final evaluation of enlisted
personnel. Evaluations are based upon
the man's performance and attitude toward
duties.

b. "Rough" evaluations are made by the
appropriate petty officers. The
Commanding Officer has responsibility
for the final evaluation of enlisted
personnel. Evaluations are based upon the
man's abilities and performance compared
to those of his contemporaries.

-27-
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10 Which example illustrates the correct procedure for

preparing evaluation repdrts?

a. "I want to emphasize that properly prepared
enlisted performance evaluation reports
must be objective," the Commanding Officer
of the newly-commissioned MSO (ocean mine-
sweeper) said to his officers. "Additionally,"
he continued, "they must also compare a man's
performance with that of his contemporaries
and with established standards. As this is
a small ship and 1'11 know all the men aboard .
quite well, I will sign all evaluation reports
myself."

b. The Flan of the Day published a schedule for
completion of enlisted performance evaluation
reports on E-4's as follows: Division petty
officers--Monday, 16th; Division officers- -
Wednesday, 18th; Department heads--Wednesday,
25th. (Note: "Extremely effective" or
"inddequate" grades in any trait will be
justified in writing in Item 8 of the
NAVPERS Form 792.)

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Now, go to the next page and take the Quiz.

-28-
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Summary Post-Quiz 2

Preparation of Evaluation Reports

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Who is responsible for the final evaluation of enlisted

personnel?

a. Division officer

b. Commanding Officer

c. Petty officer

d. Department head

2. Which factors of comparison are utilized in evaluating

a man's abilities and performance?

a. Established standards and expected performance

b. Past performance and established standards

c. Established standards and performance of
the man's contemporaries

d. Ability of the man's contemporaries and
established standards

3. Which statement correctly describes the action to be

taken when an individual's performance has been judged

"extremely effective" or "inadequate"?

a. The judgment must be justified by written
comment.

b. The judgment must be reviewed by the
commanding officer

c. The commanding officer must reevaluate
the individual's performance to ensure
validity.

d. The appropriate officer must counsel the
individual who received the judgment.

-29-
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Now, check your answers.

1. b

2. c

3. a

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 2

This is the end of Part Eleven, Segment II.
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INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY PART ELEVEN
AND LEADERSHIP SEGMENT II

ENLISTED PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

PROGRESS CHECK

Question 1.

Select the paragraph which best describes the purposes

of enlisted performance evaluation.

a. Enlisted performance evaluations determine
the eligibility of the individual involved
to request special consideration regarding
rank privileges and assignments. They also
serve to positively influence the advancement
of mediocre individuals.

b. Enlisted performance evaluations provide the
necessary impetus for outstanding individuals
to perform better than usual. They also
assist various boatds in selection of personnel
for reassignment.

c. Enlisted performance evaluations determine
eligibility for reenlistment and honorable
discharge. They permit commanders to
positively influence the advancement oppor-
tunities of outstanding individuals.

d. Enlisted performance evaluations help the
Navy Personnel Office to distinguish
individuals of low caliber from all other
personnel. The evaluations are also an
incentive for commanders to insist that their
men perform well.

-1-
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Question 2.

Select the statement which describes a major use of

enlisted evaluation reports.

a. A major use of enlisted evaluation reports
is to provide the necessary incentive to
individuals whose performance is substandard.

b. A major use of enlisted evaluation reports
is to provide a permanent chronological
appraisal of personnel performance.

c. A major use of enlisted evaluation reports
is to en,ourage professional performance of
duties.

d. A major use of enlisted evaluation reports
is to determine the eligibility of personnel
for retirement or special assignment.

Question 3.

Select the statement that correctly describes the basis

upon which enlisted personnel are evaiited for their performance.

a. Professional performance, military appearance,
and adaptability

b. Military appearance, leadership, and supervisory
ability

c. Military behavior, ability, military appearance,
and adaptability

d. Military behavior, leadership and supervisory
ability, adaptability, professional performance,
and military appearance

-2-
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Question 4.

Which statements f.re true of special reports?

1. They are submitted annually or semi-anually.

2. They are submitted at some time other than
prescribed reporting dates.

3. They are used to update information on file.

4. They are submitted only on senior petty officers.

a. 1 and 2

b. 2 and 3

c. 1 and 4

d. 3 and 4

Question S.

Select the statement which describes the basic difference

between regular and special reports.

a. Regular reports are submitted annually or
semi-annually according to pay grade.
Special reports are submitted at a time other
than the regular report date.

b. Regular reports are submitted quarterly whereas
special reports are submitted for unusual
occurrences, such as a reduction in pay grade.

c. Regular reports are submitted whenever the
parent unit has decided. Special reports are
required reports sent annually to the Navy
Personnel Office.

d. Regular reports are submitted annually
whereas special reports are submitted upon
request of the subordinate in question.

-3-
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Question 6.

From the following identify those items which are

appropriate in the preparation of evaluation reports.

1. Each evaluation should be based on the
individual's performance as compared to his
tests and intelligence ratings. A definite
effort should be made to relate performance
to an individual's intelligence rating.

2. Any area where the man's performance is judged
"extremely effective" or "inadequate" must
be justified by a written comment.

3. The initial rough evaluation should be made
by the appropriate petty officer and reviewed
by the division officer and department head.

4. Under the direct supervision of the Commanding
Officer, the junior officer is responsible
for the final evaluation of enlisted personnel.

a. 1, 2, and 3

b. 1, 3, and 4

c. 2 and 3

d. 1 and 4

-4-
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Question 7.

Identify those items which are appropriate in the preparation

of evaluation reports.

a. The "rough" evaluation should be done by at
least three individuals familiar with the
individual's performance; each evaluation
should be objective; the final copy should
be examined by the subordinate in question.

b. The "rough" evaluation should be drafted by
the department head, reviewed by the
appropriate supervisor, and passed on to the
division officer for approval.

c. The "rough" evaluation should be made by the
appropriate PO and reviewed by the division
officer or department head; each evaluation
should be objective; any area judged to be
inadequate must be justified.

d. a and c

-5-
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Question 8.

Select the statement which describes the factors of

comparison which are utilized to evaluate personnel abilities

and performance.

a. Each evaluation should be based objectively
upod the individual's abilities and performance
as compared to established standards and the
performance of the individual's contemporaries.

b. Each evaluation should be based objectively
upon the individual's training and prior
experience as compared to his performance
regarding established standards and past results
of men of the subordinate's same rank.

c. Each evaluation should be based subjectively
upon the individual's ability and attitude as
compared to the actual recorded performance
of the individual.

d. Each evaluation should be based objectively
upon the individual's intelligence, training,
and performance as compared to his superiors'
performance of the established standards.

-6-
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Question 9.

Select the statement that describes the appropriate action

to be taken when an individual's performance has been judged

"extremely effective" or "inadequate."

a. Provide appropriate rewards or punishments.

b. Justification must be provided by written
explanation.

:.-. A detailed case history must be prepared
explaining all relating circumstances.

d. a and c

-7-
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FOREWORD

"A strong leader knows that if
he develops his associates he
will be even stronger."

James F. Lincoln

The details of officer evaluation are developed in this

segment. There is an additional attempt in this segment to

provide guidelines for interpreting the various critical items

that comprise the fitness report. While this segment concludes

the coverage of personnel evaluation, it is again noted that

this material is introductory, touching only the top of the

iceberg of this intensely critical subject.
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INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY PART ELEVEN
AND LEADERSHIP SEGMENT III

OFFICER EVALUATION

Summary 1

Importance and Purposes of Fitness Reports

Introduction

The administration of officer personnel is closely controlled

by federal law (Officer Personnel Act of 1947), with the

Secretary of the Navy responsible for decisions on such

matters as officer promotions, discharges, and retirements.

Administrative procedures governing evaluation of officer personnel

have been developed to implement the federal law.

Fitness Reports

Fitness reports are essential tools required to properly

evaluate the relative merits of large numbers of Navy officers

competing for promotion consideration. Consecutive fitness

reports provide a running record of the officer's performance

of duty and an estimate of his capabilities. These and other

criteria are evaluated by the selection board convened to

consider officers of the same grade for promotion. They

provide guidance to the detail officer in BuPers who is charged

with officer assignments. Knowledge of past performance and

capabilities permits detail of an officer to duties which he

can best perform. Fitness reports serve the following

specific purposes:

-1-
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1) Supply BuPers with a record of specific duties
performed by an officer, the period these duties
were performed, and the manner of performance
of the duties

2) Enable BuPers to rate an officer's leadership
qualities over a period of time and under
specific conditions

3) Provide a record of the current qualifications
of an officer in several types of duty

4) Provide an .opinion as to the officer's all-
around ability, value to the service, and
qualifications for promotion

5) Indicate professional qualifications of the
officer

6) Indicate commendatory or censorious material
received about the officer and any disciplinary
action taken

7) Indicate the general state of the officer's
health

8) Indicate the officer's personal characteristics

Since fitness reports are the primary bases for selecting

officers for promotion and assignment to duty, it is essential

that reporting,seniors provide realistic, objective evaluations

of individual officers. Failure to perform this obligation is

an injustice to the careers and opportunities of able and

competent officers. In essence, the fitness report seeks to

obtain the reporting senior's opinion of the characteristics

of an officer, both as an individual considered separately,

and as a member of a group having comparable age, status, and

experience.

This is the end of Summary 1. Now, go to Summary Pre-Quiz 1
on the next page.
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Summary Pre-Quiz 1

Importance and Purposes of Fitness Reports

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Why should reporting seniors provide realistic, objective

evaluations in making out fitness reports?

a. Because in the case of an officer whose
performance is deficient, there is an
opportunity for him to recognize his
shortcomings and rectify them in the
future

b. Because fitness reports are the primary
basis for selecting officers for promotion
and assignment to duty, and failure to
perform an honest evaluation is an injustice
to the careers and opportunities of able
and competent officers

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

2. Which statement is not a specific purpose served by

fitness reports?

a. To show duties performed and the manner of
their performance

b. To obtain a record of an officer's current
qualifications

c. To indicate conformance with administrative
procedures

d. To furnish information on the qualities of
leadership exhibited

I

i

i
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3. Which statement describes the general purpose and

importance of fitness reports?

a. Without fitness reports, it would be
impossible to evaluate the relative
merits of officers of the same experience
when they come up for promotion.

b. Taken together, fitness resorts provide
a qualifying history of 7,.a officer's
naval service and make possible an
accurate estimate of his capabilities
by a selection board.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Now, check your answers on page 6.

-4-
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1. c

2. c

3. c

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 1

If all your answers are correct, go to Summary 2 on page 25.
If you missed one or more questions, go through Programed
Sequence 1 on the next page.
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Programed Sequence 1

Importance and Purposes of Fitness Reports

OVERVIEW: In this frame sequence, you will be briefly

introduCed to the legal aspects governing

the administration of officer personnel.

You will also learn specific purposes served

by officer fitness reports as well as the

obligation of the reporting senior in filling

out the reports.

0 The administration of officer personnel in the Armed

Forces is directly controlled by Congress and governed by

statute, specifically the Officer Personnel Act of 1947.

Which of the following statements is correct?

a. The administration of officer personnel
has no legal basis.

b. The administration of officer personnel
is controlled by federal law.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-7-
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The secretarial level of the military departments is the

lowest echelon at which important administrative decisions are

made concerning officers. In the Department of the Navy, who

would be responsible for decisions on officer promotions,

discharges, and retirements?

a. The Secretary of the Navy

b. The Chief of Naval Operations

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

a The Secretary of the Navy is responsible for which of the

following?

a. Important decisions with respect to officer
personnel on such matters as promotions,
discharges, and retirements

b. Achlinistrative decisions concerning the
performance of enlisted personnel

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-8-
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a Administrative procedures governing the evaluation of

officer performance have been developed to implement the

federal laws.

a

What may you infer from this?

a. That conformance with the law by officer
personnel will make it easier for a
comprehensive picture .of the officer to
be furnished

b. That adherence to administrative procedures
provides proper documentation for the
Secretary of the Navy to make the necessary
decisions with respect to officer personnel

Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which expresses the reason for development of admini-

strative procedures for officer evaluation?

a. Adherence to military law

b. Implementation of federal laws

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

6 Which individual is responsible for decisions on officer

promotions, discharges, and retirements?

a. The Secretary of Defense

b. The Chief of Naval Personnel

c. The Secretary of the Navy

d. Fleet Commanders

-9-
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U Which paragraph correctly describes the responsibility

and administrative procedures concerning the evaluation of

officer personnel?

a. The administration of officer personnel
governed by federal law, with the Secretary
of the Navy being responsible for individual
decisions on such matters as officer
promotions, discharges, and retirements.
Administratiye procedures have been developed
concerning th'e evaluation of officer personnel
to implement the federal laws.

n

b. The Secretary of Defense is responsible for
the administration of officer personnel,
which is closely controlled by federal law.
Administrative procedures have been developed
to assist the Secretary of the Navy to make
administrative decisions concerning officer
personnel.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

In an organization as complex as the Navy, it would be

impossible, without fitness reports, to select for promotion

those best suited for assuming responsibility.

For what are fitness reports necessary?

a. Tracing lines of responsibility and
promoting efficiency throughout the
chain of command

b. Evaluating the relative merits of officers
of the same experience when they become
due for promotion

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-10-
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Selection boards are convened periodically by the

Secretary of the Navy to consider officers in each grade for

promotion.

What may you reason to be the general purpose of fitness

reports?

10

a. To enable the selection board to make an
accurate estimate of an officer's capa-
bilities

b. To provic the board with a running record
of an officer's performance of duty under
varying conditions

c. Both of the above

d. Nont of Ihy above

.......,.."

Fitness reports, which constitute a qualifying history

of an officer's naval service, also enable the detail officer

in the Bureau of Naval Personnel to assign officers to duties

which they can best perform.

Which is an additional purpose of fitness reports?

a. To provide guidance to the detail officer
in assignment of duties

b. To enable the detail officer to promote
officers based on his personal evaluation
of prior performance of duties

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

1
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Which paragraph correctly stat-s the general purpose

and importance of fitness reports?

a. Fitness reports provide the officer reported
on with a running record of his professional
qualifications and performance capabilities.
When taken together, these reports will become
the basis for his personal and professional
service reputation.

b. Fitness reports are necessary for evaluating
the relative merits of officers of the
same experience. When they become due for
promotion or new assignment, the reports
provide a running record for selection
boards and guidance for the detail officer
in the Bureau of Naval Personnel.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Why were administrative procedures governing the

evaluation of officer personnel developed?

a. To enable Congress to delegate authority
to the Secretary of the Navy to administer
federal law

b. To implement federal law

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Responsibility for important decisions with respect to

officer personnel, such as promotions and discharges, rests

with whom?

a. The Secretary of Defense

b. The Chief of Naval Operations

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-12-
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Refer to the Purposes of Fitness Reports (Figure 1)

on the following page in answering Frames 14 through 21.

Comments by the reporting senior under the remarks section

of the fitness report might read as follows:

As technical advisor for educational
materials prepared at this activity, LT Adams
has demonstrated knowledge of many technical
areas. His conscientious and thorough review
adds much to the quality of the training
material produced at this activity. In
performing collateral duties as security
officer, he recognized the need for and
established an effective security indoctri-
nation program for personnel reporting aboard.
He is well qualified for promotion.

What specific purpose of a fitness report is best

illustrated by the paragraph above?

a. To indicate commendatory or censorious
material received about the officer and
any disciplinary action taken

b. To obtain an opinion as to the officer's
all-around ability and value to the
service and his qualification for
promotion

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-13-
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1. To supply the Bureau of Naval Personnel with
a record of specific duties performed by an
officer, the period these duties were
performed, and the manner of performance of
the duties

2. To enable BuPers to rate an officer's
leadership qualities over a period of time
and under specific conditions

3. To provide a record of the current qualifi-
cations of an officer in several types of
duty

4. To provide an opinion as to the officer's
all-around ability, value to the service,
and qualifications for promotion

S. To indicate professional qualifications of
the officer

6. To indicate commendatory or censorious
material received about the officer and any
disciplinary action taken

7. To indicate the general state of the officer's
health

8. To indicate the officer's personal char-
acteristics

6 .

Figure 1. Purposes of Fitness Reports

-14-
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Leadership may be viewed in terms of physical and/or

psychological characteristics that are exhibited by an

individual. One purpose of the fitness report is: To

furnish information on the degree to which an officer has

exhibited the qualities of Yeadership during a certain period.

Which correctly illustrates this purpose?

a. The degree (exceptional, superior, excel-
lent, etc.) to which an officer has
exhibited personal behavior, military
bearing, and self-expression ability

b. The degree (exceptional, superior,
excellent, etc.) to which an officer has
exhibited professional knowledge, moral
courage, and judgment

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

16 Fitness reports also serve the purpose of informing the

Bureau of Naval Personnel of the duties performed by art

officer and the manner in which those duties were performed.

Which correctly illustrates this purpose?

a. A complete listing of primary and
collateral duty assignments and an
objective evaluation of the officer's
performance of the specific aspects of
these duties by the reporting senior

b. A reporting senior's opinion, based on
personal observation of the office =s
qualification for future duty assignments

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-15-
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Which correctly lists specific purposes served by

fitness reports?

a. To show duties performed and the manner
of their performance and to provide an
opinion of an officer's all-around ability
and value to the service

m

b. To show qualities of leadership exhibited
and to provide a basis for consideration for
postgraduate schooling

C. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Fitness reports also reflect th In.ysical fitness of

the officer reported upon.

)91at is another specific purpose served by fi'less

reports?

a. To indicate the general state of health
of the officer being evaluated

b. To indicate the officer's military bearing,
i.e., correctness of uniform and smartness
of appearance

Both of the above

d. None of the above

-16-
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Read the following sample comment by a reporting

senior.

LT Gleason is a highly intelligent, diligent
worker who has a pleasing personality, and
commands the respect of all personnel of this
command.

What specific purpose of fitness reports is illustrated

by this comment?

20

a. To indicate the professional competence of
the officer'

b. To indicate the officer's personal char-
acteristics

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Fitness reports also serve to indicate commendatory

or censorious material received about the officer and any

disciplinary action taken during the report perio4.

Which correctly illustrates this purpose?

a. A reporting senior's comments on the
officer's professional and technical
competence

b. A reporting senior's comments on the
adaptability of the officer to varying
conditions of naval service

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Fitness reports show the duties assigned during the

period of the report and an evaluation of the officer's

performance of duties during this report period.

What is another purpose served by fitness reports?

a. To provide a record of the current qualifi-
cations of an officer in several types of
duties

b. To provide a compilation of commendatory
or censorious material received by the
officer

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which correctly lists 'specific purposes served by fitness

reports?

a. To show duties performed and manner of
performance, to show professional qualifi-
cations and qualifications for promotion,
and to show general state of health and
personal characteristics

b To show commendatory or disciplinary
action taken, to provide a record of
current qualifications, to show qualities
of leadership exhibited, and to provide
an opinion of officer's all-around ability

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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m Fitness reports are decisive in the service career of

the individual officer. Fitness reports are the primary

basis for selecting officers for promotion and assignment

to duty.

What may you infer from this?

a. Realistic, objective evaluations of
individual officers are essential.

b. Failure of a reporting senior to be
objective in his evaluations is an
injustice to the careers and
cpportunities of able and competent
officers.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

,81
The preparation of fitness reports is one of the most

important and responsible duties of senior officers. Care-

less preparation caus,.'1 by lack of objectivity and fairness

can result in a false estimate of the character and abilities

of the officer reported on. Failure to provide realistic,

objective officer evaluations can result in which of the

following?

a. Infractions of Navy regulations by the
officer reported on

b. Serious damage to a naval officer's
career

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-19-
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Which statement correctly describes the essence of

the fitness report?

a. In essence, the fitness report seeks to
obtain the reporting senior's opinion of
the characteristics of the officer reported
on, both as an individual considered
separately, and as a member of a group
having comparable age, status, and experience.

b. The essence of the fitness report is to
provide the officer reported on an
opportunity to examine his evaluation and
thereby gain a knowledge about himself
which is invaluable, i.e., to improve his
performance by taking steps to correct
his deficiencies.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

SUMMARY: In this frame sequence, you have learned that

the administration of officer personnel is closely

controlled by federal law, with the Secretary

of the Navy responsible for important decisions

affecting officer personnel. You have also

learned about the importance of and purposes

served by fitness reports.

This is the end of Programed Sequence 1. Now, go to the
next page and take the Quiz.

-20-
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Summary Post-Quiz 1

Importance and Purposes of Fitness Reports

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which statement describes the general purpose and

importance of fitness reports?

a. Taken together, fitness reports provide
a qualifying history of an officer's
naval service and make possible an accurate
estimate of his capabilities by a selection
board.

b. Without fitness reports, it would be
impossible to evaluate the relative merits
of officers of the same experience when
they come up for promotion.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

2. Which statement is not a specific purpose served by

fitness reports?

a. To indicate conformance with administrative
procedures

b. To obtain a record of an officer's current
qualifications

c. To show duties performed and the manner of
their performance

d. To furnish information on the qualities
of leadership exhibited

-21-
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3. Why should reporting seniors provide realistic, objective

evaluations in making out fitness reports?

a. Because fitness reports are the primary basis
for selecting officers for promotion and
assignment to duty, and failure to ,perform
an honest evaluation is an injustice to the
careers and opportunities of able and
competent officers.

b. Because in the case of an officer whose
performance is deficient, there is an
opportunity for him to recognize his
shortcomings and rectify them in the future.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Now, check your answers on page 24.

-22-
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1. c

2. a

3. c

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 1

Now, go to Summary 2 on the next page.
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Summary 2

Leadership Evaluation Factors

Ralph M. Stogdill, in summarizing a survey of leadership

literature, concluded that there are six factors associated

with leadership ( Stogdill, 1948). The factors are: capacity,

achievement, xesponsibility, participation, status, and

situation. While these factors are covered extensively in

the lessons on leadership behavior and style, they are reiterated

here to show their relevance to leadership evaluation.

Capacity, the power to grasp and analyze ideas and cope

with problems, includes one ability which correlates consistently

with leadership--mental ability. While intelligence tests are

reliable predictors for leader selection, intelligence testing

is used only to a limited degree in the Navy; therefore, a

subjective evaluation of an officer's alertness, verbal

facility, originality, and judgment is often used to infer

intelligence.

Achievement is an easier variable to measure since an

individual's past accomplishments are a matter of record.

Such things as educational achievement, special skills, and

athletic accomplishments are considered in evaluating the

individual's achievements.

The measure of an individual's sense of responsibility

is best derived from a thorough knowledge of his actual

performance. The traits or qualities that are often used to

measure responsibility are:

-25-
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1) Dependability

2) Initiative

3) Persistence

4) Aggressiveness

5) Self-confidence

6) Desire to excel

(Note: These terms are similar to the terminology used
in the officer's fitness report.)

Participation is another factor that is best measured

subjectively through close association with, and knowledge

of, the individual. Areas used to measure participation are:

1) Sociability

2) Adaptability

3) Spirit of cooperation

4) Sense of humor

Natural selection tendencies in military socializing

usually are along peer lines. Navy officers socially interact

with those companions of equal rank. Since status is related

to rank, status is an objective, easy-to-measure factor.

Finally, situation factors affect leadership according

to research findings by Stogdill. The characteristics of the /.

group are part of a situation. Effective leadership therefore

implies a need for the leader's awareness of subordinates'

status, mental levels, skills, needs, and interests. Group

objectives are significant ,o the leader. Therefore, a

commander must spell out the characteristics of the officer

he desires for a particular leadership task. He selects a

leader who is best suited to the task, the group, and the

given mission.

-
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This is the end of Summary 2. Now, go to Summary Pre-Quiz 2
on the next page.
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Summary Pre-Quiz 2

Leadership Evaluation Factors

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which correctly identifies some of the factors used to

evaluate leadership ability?

a. Situation, adaptability, responsibility

b. Education, achievement, specking ability

c. Capacity, achievement, participation

d. Situation, intelligence, participation

2. Which is true of capacity as an evaluation factor?

a. Mental ability correlates consistently
with leadership; consequently, ii.tel-
ligence tests are reliable predictors
for leader selection.

b. A subjective evaluation of an officer's
alertness, verbal facility, originality,
and judgment is often used to infer
intelligence.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

3. What are the traits of dependability, initiative,

persistence, and aggressiveness often used to measure?

a. Achievement

b. Self-confidence

c. Capacity

d. Responsibility

Now, check your answers on page 30.
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1. c

2. c

3. d

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 2

If all your answers are correct, go to Summary 3 on page 47.
If you missed one or more questions, go to the next page
and go through Programed Sequence 2.
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Programed Sequence 2

Leadership Evaluation Factors

OVERVIEW: There are certain factors associated with leader-

ship ability. They are: capacity, achievement,

responsibility, participation, status, and

situation. In this frame sequence, you will

earn what is meant by these terms as far as

their relevance to leadership evaluation is

concerned.

Capacity as an evaluation factor refers to the officer's

power to grasp and analyze ideas and cope with problems.

Capacity refers to which of the following?

a. Professional ability

b. Mental or intellectual ability

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

2 Studies have shown that the effective leader is generally

more intelligent than the group he is leading.

What may you infer. from this?

a. Mental ability correlates consistently with
leadership.

b. The intellectual level of individuals can be
used to predict potential leadership abilities.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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a

Mental ability correlates consistently with leadership.

What may you infer from this?

a. Intelligence tests are reliable predictors
for leader selection.

b. A high level of intelligence is a neces-
sary requisite for leadership.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Intelligence testing is used to a .imited degree in the

Navy. Therefore, a subjective evaluation of qualities

exhibited by the individual officer is used to infer intel-

ligence.

Which qualities would probably serve as overt indicators

of mental ability?

a. Alertness, verbal facility, and originality

b. Aggressiveness, sense of humor, and loyalty

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

a Subjective evaluations of such officer qualities as

judgment and self-expression can serve as overt indicators

of which of the following?

a. Capacity (mental ability)

b. Intelligence

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Which correctly describes capacity as an evaluation

factor?

a. Intelligence can be determined by testing
the individual's intelligence level and
objectively evaluating the officer's
capacity, i.e., his performance capa-
bilities against an established standard.

b. Capacity includes one ability which
correlates consistently with leadership-
mental ability. Mental ability can be
inferred by the proper subjective evalu-
ation of such qualities as alertness,
verbal facility, originality, and judgment.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Another factor indicative of leadership ability is

achievement. Achievement refers to an individual's past

accomplishments.

Which would be considered an achievement?

a. Educational level attained

b. Possession of special skills in bomb
dismantling

c. Athletic accomplishments

d. All of the above
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Since an officer's achievements are a matter of record,

what may you infer?

a. Achievement should be given only minimal
consideration in officer evaluation.

a

b. Achievement is one of the easier variables
to measure.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

OIMINIIII.

Which statement best describes achievement as an

evaluation factor?

10

a Achievements constitute an important part
of an officer's record; consequently, thy
may be used to evaluate an officer with a
fair degree of accuracy.

b Achievement as an evaluation factor should
be interpreted very judiciously, if at all,
since there is no way to verify the accuracy
and validity of the officer's record.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Judgment or the ability to develop correct and logical

conclusions pertains to which leadership evaluation factor?

a. Capacity

b. Achievement

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

-34-
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Responsibility is another factor indicative of leader-

ship ability. The best measure of an individual's sense

of responsibility is derived from an intimate knowledge of

his actual performance.

Which person would best be able to evaluate an

individual's sense of responsibility?

a. The senior who evaluates the individual
officer on the basis of records and
reports

b. The senior officer who bases his
evaluation on daily contact and close
observation

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Refer to "Qualities for Measuring Responsibility"

(Figure

best

2) in answering Frames 12 through 19.

Which correctly lists qualities that ?rovide the

measurement of responsibility?

a. Desire to excel, initiative, and
dependability

b. Self-confidence, innovation, and
initiative

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above i

1
t

i

i

i

1.

2.

3.

Dependability

Initiative

Persistence

4.

5.

6.

Aggressiveness

Self-confidence

Desire to excel

Figure 2. Qualities for Measuring Responsibility
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Two traits used in measuring responsibility are

dependability and initiative.

Which example illustrates these traits?

a. The afternoon weather summary was delivered
to all squadron duty officers. ENS
Anamosa, the VA-105 SDO, noted that the
summary forecast extremely high winds after
0900 the following morning. That evening,
the duty officer of another squadron asked
Anamosa why he had not double-secured his
planes in preparation for the storm.
Anamosa replied, "The winds are not fore-
cast to hit until after my watch is over.
Anyway, if they do hit, we'll have later
forecasts and more dope. Besides, I don't
like to work the duty section unless I'm
really pressed."

b. Several months after he reported aboard,
ENS Storm wrote a memo to the Executive
Officer suggesting formation of a special
division for indoctrination of all reporting
enlisted personnel. He noticed that newly
assigned personnel were generally poor
watch standers until they had been aboard
several months. This he attributed to
their lack of familiarity with the ship's
organization and regulations. Additionally,
they did riot know the officer's names or
their billet assignments. ENS Storm had
been division officer of the X Division of
his previous ship; therefore,he requested
this assignment again. The Executive Officer
approved his request and noted how eagerly
and thoroughly he went about the task of
organizing the new division. Within several
months, the worth of this idea was proved
and all of the division officers attested
to its success.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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SM1 Jones reported for duty to the staff of
COMCARDIV ONE. Prior to getting underway, Jones
requested information concerning policies,
tactics, and ship operations. Jones knew his
signal books and communications instructions.
He was experienced and competent. These attributes
soon reflected in the operations of the flag signal
bridge. Jones also held school at every opportunity.
His methods of supervision inspired his subordinate
signalmen and strikers to higher standards of perfor-
mance. The outcome of his leadership was the
development cf one of the best signal gangs in the
fleet.

Which responsibility traits does this example best

illustrate?

a. Aggressiveness and the desire to excel

b. Persistence and judgment

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

ED What are dependability, initiative, aggressiveness, and

the desire to excel?

a. Traits often used to measure responsi-
bility

b. Leadership evaluation factors

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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16 The loss of the personnel officer presented an
additional administrative burden to the already
overworked and undermanned attack squadron. A
young replacement pilot, who had recently joined
the squadron and had been assigned as the
education and training officer, asked the
Executive Officer to be assigned to the vacantbillet. The pilot readily acknowledged his
inexperience and unfamiliarity with personnel
procedures and administration. However, hesaid he would devote all of his free time
toward additional study. The Executive Officer
hesitated, but the young pilot cited the help
the squadron's personnelman and leading chiefcould give him in learning the duties as proofthat he would perform well in the assignment.

Which responsibility trait does this example

illustrate?

a. Persistence

b. Self-confidence

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

[711 Which correctly describes traits often used to measure

responsibility?

a. Aggressiveness, integrity, initiative,
steadfastness, and high principles

b. Dependability, persistence, self-confidence,and the desire to excel

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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What are capacity and achievement?

a. Leadership evaluation factors

b. Characteristics used to measure responsi-
bility

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

A fourth factor indicative of leadership ability is

participation. Since participation literally means "taking

part," what traits would be used to measure participation?

a. Spirit of cooperation and adaptability

b. Sociability and sense of humor

c. Resourcefulness and moral courage

d. a and b

e. All of the above

20 Since traits such as sociability, adaptability,

cooperation, and sense of humor defy exact qualification and

numerical measurement, how may you infer that participation

is best measured?

a. Subjectively, through close association
with and knowledge of the individual

b. Objectively, through statistical data
available, such as membership in profes-
sional societies, civic activities, etc.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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III which correctly describes traits used to measure
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participation?

b. Sociability, adaptability, cooperation,
sense of humor

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Natural selection tendencies in military socializing

usually are along peer lines. Navy officers socially

interact with companions of equal rank. Thus, the military

leadership evaluation factor of status is related to the

individual's rank.

From this what may you infer that status is?

a. A subjective factor which is difficult
to measure

b. An objective factor which is easy to
measure

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

[E] To what does the position occupied (i.e., attained rank)

in relation to other members of a group or organization

refer?

a. The leadership evaluation factor of
status

b. The leadership evaluation factor of
achievement

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
-40-
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ElWhich paragraph correctly describes status as an

evaluation factor?

a. In a military organization, status involves
the relative ranks of the officers being
selected for leadership positions. Status
(or rank) is an objective factor which is
easy to measure.

b. Status is the relative rank in the military
hierarchy of prestige. It is frequently a
governing factor in evaluating individual
officers, but difficult to measure because
of its subjective nature.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

The last factor associated with leadership is the

situation. This factor includes the characteristics of

the group being led and the objectives to be achieved as

part of the situation.

What points should be considered in evaluating leader-

ship ability?

a. Attention should be given to the mental
level, status, skills, needs, and interests
of the followers (group).

b. The leadership demands of the particular
assignment (mission) should be considered.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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26 Which correctly lists primary factors assoz7ated with

leadership evaluation?

a. Status, aggressiveness, capacity and
cooperation

b. Achievement, responsibility, capacity,
participation and situation

c. Both of the 4,e'.:e

d. None of the above

Which statement best describes the situation as an

evaluation factor?

a When using the situation as an evaluation
factor, always remember that leadership is
a function of the awareness of the leader
in dealing with problems and tasks
confronting his group's mental capabilities.

b When using the sit, tion as an evaluation
factor, the deman6, and objectives of the
mission must always be considered in rela-
tion to the characteristics of the group,
i.e., nental level, status, needs, and
interests of the followers.
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Comments by the reporting senior in evaluating an

officer's leadership ability might read as follows:

ENS u!Intheiser has performed all assigned duties
in a satisfactory manner; however, he has not
achieved his full potential to date. Although
a highly motivated and dependable officer, he
often needs a push to gat st-,ted or to follow
IT on an assigned task. Beir. rather reserved
he often appears to lack self-confidence. I

believe with more maturity and experience, he
will emerge from his shell and will develop to
his full potential.

Which correctly identifies the leadership evaluations

factors utilized in this example?

a. Achievement, responsibility, and status

b. Situation, dependability, cooperation,
and capacity

("nl
SUMMARY: In this frame sequence, you have learned six

factors associated with leadership ability

and what is meant by these terms as far as

their relevance to leadership evaluation is

concerned. The factors are: capacity,

achievement, responsibility, participation,

status, and situation.

This is the end of Programed Sequence 2. Now, go to the
next page and take the Quiz.
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Summary Post-Quiz 2

Leadership Evaluation Factors

Answer the following questions as indicated by your Student
Guide.

1. What are the traits of dependability, initiative,

persistence, and aggressiveness often used to measure?

a. Achievement

b. Responsibility

c. Capacity

d. Self-confidence

2. Which correctly identifies some of the factors used to

evaluate leadership ability?

a. Capacity, achievement, participation

b. Education, achievement, spe4king ability

c. Situation, adaptability, responsibility

d. Situation, intelligence, participation

111111.

3. Which is true of capacity as an evaluation factor?

a. Mental ability correlates consistently
with leadership; consequently, intel-
ligence tests are reliable predictors
for leader selection.

b. A subjective evaluation of an officer's
alertness, verbal facility, originality,
and judgment is often used to infer
intelligence.

c. both of the above

d. None of the above

Now, check your answers on page 46.
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1. b

2. a

3. c

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 2

Now, go to Summary 3 on the next page.
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Summary 3

Responsibility for Fitness Reports

Introduction

Responsibility for the preparation and submission of fitness

reports is shared by the officer reported on and his reporting

senior--the former for submitting his portion of the form to

his senior, and the latter for submitting the completed report

to the Ci1ief of Naval Personnel.

Advice for Reporting Seniors

Tr, .t officer r- .ing a report on the performance of 10.s

Juniors bears a heavy responsibility. Fitness reports are

decisive in an officer's career and have an important influence

nn the efficiency of the entire service. The preparation

of these reports is, therefore, one of the most important and

responsible duties of senior officers.

The task of making out fitness reports should not be

taken lightly. Doing a thorough job is a challenging task

-w for the reporting senior. Not cAr7 must he be aware of current

standards of marking that prevail in the service. but he must

be as impartial as possible. He must be aware of the necessity

for presenting an accurate and concise picture of the officer

reported upon.

The following quote from the Naval Officer's Guide

expresses the responsibility which rests on the reporting

senior.

-47-
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"When you are ma.ing out Fitness Reports, you are
alone with a piece of raper, God, and your own
conscience. I make it a practice to throw out all
partisanship, insofar as is humanly possible, and
try to evaluate the officer concerned as accurately
as I can, keeping in mind the standard of marks
and remarks that prevail in the service today. I

consider making out these reports the most important
single duty that I perform. If I allow myself to
be influenced by friendship, because an ineffective
young lad has a likable personality, I do the Navy
an injustice. If I allow my personal antipathy
for some officer to influence me against him, when
.ie is doing a superior job, I r' doing that officer
an injustice. I honestly attempt to be impartial.
On how well other reporting officers and I succeed
depends, in a large measure, how effective our
officer corps will be. It is our duty to do this
job well."

Discussion of Fitness Reports

Navy Regulations prohibit the inclusion of any adverse

comment in an officer's record without giving him an opportunity

to make a statement concerning it. In the Navy, the reporting

senior will show fitness reports to officers in the grades of

warrant officer (W-1), chief warrant officer (CWO-2) and ensign

through lieutenant. He is also required to refer the report

to the officer reported on, regardless of rank, if it includes

any adverse comments, and the officer concerned is required

to make a signed statement, even though it may only be to the

effect that he does not wish to make a statement.

In the Marine Corps, the procedure is similar except

that the reporting senior cannot show the actual report unless

it is unsatisfactory in any respect. This gives the junior

the opportunity to make a statement should he desire, and ce-tify,

as required, that he has seen the completed report. However,
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the senior is encouraged to use fitness report terms in

discussing the officer's progress and performance with the

junior officer.

Meaning of Fitness Reports to the Junior Officer

Fitness reports constitute accurate and meaningful evalu-

ations of an individual's strong points and shortcomings.

Not all commanders counsel their juniors in the same manner.

If he so desires, the junior officer may review his reports

at the Bureau of Naval Personnel in Washington. Examination

of fitness reports cal be invaluable since the officer can

learn many lessons about himself as others see him, an oppor-

tunity which is rarely given in other professions. Except

in very unusual cases, a reporting senior is sincere and accurate;

consequently, any feeling of resentment should be avoided. If

any deficiencies are noted, the junior officer should take steps

to correc them.

A junior officer's task assignments are worth doing well.

He should perform them to the best of his ability. This

includes seeking opportunities to improve himself and his

performance. He should be self-motivated, rather than

fitness-report oriented. An effectively motivated, task-

oriented junior officer should receive good fitness reports.

This is the end of Summary 3. Now, go to Summdry Pre-quiz 3
on the next page.
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Summary Pre-Quiz 3

Responsibility for Fitness Reports

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. With whom does responsibility for the preparation and

submission of fitness reports rest?

a. The reporting senior

b. The immediate superior of the officer
being reported on

c. The Bureau of Naval Personnel

d. The reporting senior and the officer
reported on

.7

Navy?

Which is a responsibility of a reporting senior in the

a. He is required to show the fitness report
to the officer evaluated, regardless of rank,
if the report is unsatisfactory in any
respect.

b. He has the option of showing or not showing
the actual fitness report to the officer
concerned.

c. He may discuss an officer's fitness report
with him but cannot show the officer the
actual fitness report.

d. He may show the fitness report to the
officer concerned but is prohibited from
discussing it with the officer.
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3. Which correctly identifies statements that can serve

as guides for the senior making out a fitness report?

a. Reports of fitness ale decisive in the
service career of the individual officer;
consequently, reports of an unsatisfactory
nature should be kept to a minimum.

b. Fitness reports are decisive in an officer's
career; and as such, officer evaluatiBn
should be made as accurately and objectively
as possible.

c. Unsatisfactory fitness reports should not
be made available to the officer concerned
because of the adverse effects they may
have on the officer's future performance.

d. All of the above

4. What opportunity do fitness reports give an officer?

a. An opportunity to determine any weaknesses,
and th.f chance to take.the steps necessary
to correct any deficiencies noted.

b. Aa opportunity to look at himself through
the eyes of his reporting seniors, and thus
gain a knowledge about himself that is
invaluable.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Now, check your answers on the next page.
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1. d

2. a

3. b

4. c

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 3

If all your answers are correct, go to Summary 4 on page 65.
If you missed one or more questions, go tc the next page and
go through Programed Sequence 3. i
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Programed Sequence 3

Responsibility for Fitness Reports

OVERVIEW: In this frame sequence, you will learn that

the preparation and submission of officer

fitness reports are among the most important

duties of a reporting officer. You will also

learn some general advice that a reporting

senior should keep in mind.

Keeping the record of an officer complete in all

respects requires prompt submission of fitness reports. The

officer reported on is responsible for submitting his

portion of the report form to the reporting senior, and the

reporting senior is responsible for completing and forwarding

it to the Chief of Naval Personnel.

Who is responsible for the preparation and submission

of fitness reports?

a. The reporting senior

b. The officer reported on and his reporting
senior

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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0 CDR Holmes completes the administrative portion of a

fitness report worksheet. He then gives the worksheet and

a blank fitness report form to COL Otten, who commands the

Air Force units for which CDR Holmes is the naval liaison

officer. In giving the forms to his reporting senior, CDR

Holmes reminds the colonel of the date the completed fitness

report must be received in BuPers, and adds that this year

he is in the selection zone for Captain; thus, his records

must be complete.

With whom does the responsibility for ensuring the

report is received on time at the Bureau of Naval Personnel

rest?

Ei

a. The reporting senior

b. the officer reported on

c. The Chief of Naval Personnel

d. a and b

Refer to "Officer's Fitness Reports" (Figure 3) on

the next page.

Which statements can serve as advice for a reporting

senior making out a fitness report?

a. Fitness reports are decisive in an officer's
career.

b. Fitness reports can influence the efficiency
of the entire service.

c. Fitness report preparation is one of the
senior's most important duties.

d. All of the above

e. a and b
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...
EXTRACT FROM U.S. NAVY REGULATIONS, ARTICLE 1701

The fitness of an officer for the service, with
respect to promotion and assignment to duty, is
determined by his record. Reports of fitness are
decisive in the service career of the individual
officer, and have an important influence on the
entire service. The preparation of these reports
is, therefore, one of the most important and
responsible duties of a superior officer.

Figure 3. Officer's Fitness Reports

JRefer to "Extract from the Naval Officer's Guide"

(Figure 4) on the next page.

Which of the following may be used as additional advice

to guide the reporting senior in making out effective fitness

reports?

a. Be impersonal (i.e., objective) and aware of
current standards of marking that prevail in
the service.

b. Give much thought and consideration to
officer fitness reports; don't take the
duty lightly.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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E Navy Regulations prohibit placing any adverse matter

in an officer's record without giving him an opportunity

to make a statement concerning the matter.

What does this mean?

a. Any unfavorable comments or indications of
unsatisfactory performance in a fitness
report must be referred to the officer
reported on for an official statement.

b. The reporting sonfor has the option of
making or not making a comment of an
adverse nature and including it in a
fitness report.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

EXTRACT FROM THE NAVAL OFFICER'S GUIDE SHOWING HOW
RESPONSIBILITY RESTS ON THE REPORTING SENIOR

When you are making out fitness reports, you
are alone with a piece of paper, God, and your
cin conscience. I make it a practice to throw
.cut all partisanship, insofar as is homanly
possible, and try to evaluate the officer
concefned as accurately as I can, keeping in
mind the standard of marks and remarks tnat
prevail in the service today. I consider
making out these reports the most important
single duty that I perform. If I allow myself
to be influenced by friendship, because an
ineffective young lad has a likable personality,
I do the Navy an injustice. If I allow my
personal antipathy for some officer to influence
me against him, when he is doing a superior job,
I am doing that officer an injustice. I

honestly attempt to be impartial. On how well
other reporting officers and I succeed depends,
in a large measure, how effective our officer
corps will be. It is our duty to do this job
well.

Figure 4. Officer's; Fitness Reports

q
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6 Which correctly identifies statements that can serve

as advice for the reporting senior making out a fitness

report?

a. Fitness reports are decisive in an
officer's career; and as such, officer
evaluations should be made as accurately
and objectively as possible.

b. Reports of fitness are decisive in the
service career of the individual officer,
and have an important influence on the
efficiency of the entire service.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

..0

In mak"sg out fitness reports, what do Navy Regulations

stipulate?

a. The officer reported on, regardless of
rank, must be given the chance, to make
a st4tement concerning any comment of
an adverse nature.

b. The reporting senior has a responsibility
for the completion and submission of
fitness reports to the Chief of Naval
Personnel.

c. Both of the above'

d. None of the above
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a The reporting senior in the Navy has the option of

showing and'rxtviewing the fitness report with the officer

(LCDR and above) concerned. In the Marine Corps, however,

the reporting senior cannot show the actual report unless

it is unsatisfactory in any respect. He can, however,

discuss the Marine officer's progress and performance in

fitness report terms.

Which is true regarding discussion of fitness reports?

a. A reporting senior in the Navy cannot
show the officer reported on his fitness
report unless it is unsatisfactory.

b. A reporting senior in the Marine Corps
may use his own discretion in showing
the officer concerned his fitness report
and discussing it with him as far as
practicable.

ri

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

When is showing the officer concerned his fitness report

mandatory in both the Navy and the Marine Corps?

a. When it contains any adverse comments

b. When it is marked "below average"

-58-
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Which correctly describes the procedure followed in

discussing the fitness report with a Marine officer being

evaluated?

m

a The Marine Corps prohibits showing an
officer his fitness report; however, if
the report is unsatisfactory in any respect,
the reporting senior must refer the report
.to the officer reported on. This affords
the officer concerned the opportunity to
make a statement should he desire, and
certify as required that he has seen the
completed report. However, the senior is
encouraged to use Etness report terms in
discussing the officer's progress and
performance with him.

b. The Marine Corps recommends that a
reporting senior not show the officer
his fitness report, although the final
decision to make it available is left up
to the reporting senior. He is required,
however, to show the report if it contains
any adverse comments to allow the officer
concerned to make an official statement.
By showing him the report, the officer
reported on has a chance to rectify his
faults.

Which of the following should the reporting senior keep

in mind regarding fitness reports?

a. Keep in mind the current standard of
marking that prevails in the servirs. Be
as impartial as possible, and remeaber
that fitness reports are decisive in an
officer's career.

b. No fitness report should be made out
hurriedly. Deal in generalities to
present the officer being evaluated in
the best possible light. Don't take this
responsibility lightly.
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m Fitness reports constitute accurate and meaningful evalu-

ations of an individual's strong points and shortcomings.

If he so desires, the junior officer may review his reports

at the Bureau of Naval Personnel in Washington. Examination

of fitness reports can be invaluable since the officer can

learn many lessons about himself as others see him, an orpor-

tunity which is rarely given in other professions. Except

in very unusual cases, a reporting senior is sincere and

accurate; consequently, any feeling of resentment should be

avoided. If any deficie/ncies are noted, the junior officer

should take steps to correct them.

SUMMARY: In this frame sequence, you have learned that

the preparation and submission of fitness

reports are among the most important du'ies of

a reporting senior. You have been given some

general advice which should be kept in mind

when you are making out fitness reports.

This is the end of Programed Sequence 3. Now, go to the
next page and take the Quiz.
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Summary Post-Quiz 3

Responsibility for Fitness Reports

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which correctly identifies statements that can serve

as guides for the reporting senior making out a fitness

report?

a. Fitness reports are decisive in an
officer's career; and as such, officer
evaluations should be made as accurately
and objectively as possible.

b. Reports of fitness are decisive in the
service career of the individual officer;
consequently, reports of an unsatisfactory
nature should be kept to a minimum.

c. Unsatisfactory reports should not be made
available to the officer concerned because
of the adverse effects they may have on
the officer's future performance.

d. All of the above

2. With whom does responsibility for the preparation and

submission of fitness reports rest?

a. The immediate superior of the officer
being reported on

b. The reporting senior

C. The reporting senior and the officer
reported on

d. The Bureau of Naval Personnel
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3. Which is a responsibility of a reporting senior in the

Navy?

a. He is required to show the fitness report
to the officer evaluated regardless of rank,
if the report is unsatisfactory in any
respect.

b. He may discuss an officer's fitness report
with him but cannot show the officer the
actual fitness report.

c. He has the option of Ishowing or not showing
the actual fitness report to the officer
concerned.

d. He may show the fitness report to the officer
concerned but is prohibited from discussing
it with the officer.

4. What opportunity do fitness reports give an officer?

a. An opportunity to look at himself through
the eyes of his reporting seniors, and
thus gain a knowledge about himself that
is invaluable.

b. An opportunity to determine any weak-
nesses, and the chance to take the steps
necessary to correct any deficiencies
noted.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Now, check your answers on page 64.
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BLANK
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ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 3

Now, go to the next page and go through Summary 4.

-64-
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Summary 4

Preparation of Fitness_ Reports

Schedule of Preparation

Periodic reports are submitted annually for lieutenants

and above and semi-annually for lieutenants (junior grade)

and below.

Occasions for reports other than regular are: upon

completion of temporary dutyi.detachment of an officer or

his regular reporting senior, and special cases, such as a

general court-martial, serious misconduct, or when directed

by higher authority.

4

Fitness Report Fcrns

The fitness report forms currently in use are "Report on

the Fitness of Officers, NAVPERS 1611/1," and "Officers Fitness

Report-U.S. Marine Corps, NAVMC 10147-PD." (See pages 67-71.)

Note that the USN and USMC fitness reports are different in

format. Some of the areas evaluated are unique to the particular

service. For example, the USN fitness report includes an

evaluation of ship-handling capabilities; whereas, the USMC

fitness report includes an evaluation of the tactical handling

of troops.

The fitness report form is actually two forms: the smooth

report and the worksheet. The forms are identical, except

that one is labeled worksheet. When fitness-report-time

arrives, each naval officer being reported on is given a

worksheet on which to complete the first several items and

the receipt form. After the officer being reported on has
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completed the worksheet, he turns it over to his immediate

superior who makes the initial e'aluation and turns the form

over to his senior. This procedure is followed up the chain

of command to the reporting senior. When the reporting senior

has entered his comments, the report is ready for smooth

typing.

Finite objectives should be established for subordinate

officers and their degree of attainment commented on.

This is the end of Summary 4. Now, go to page 72 and take
the Quiz.
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Summary Pre-Quiz 4

Preparation of Fitness Reports

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. Which correctly describes the procedure followed in

the preparation of fitness reports?

a. After completion of a worksheet form by
the officer being reported on, a final
fitness report is made out by the first
officer in the chain of command who is
the officer's senior.

b. After the officer being reported on has
Completed a specified portion of the work-
sheet form, rough reports are then begun
with the officer's immediate senior and
proceed up the chain of command to the
reporting senior, who enters his comments
and prepares the smooth report.

c. The reporting senior, after reviewing the
efficer's personal evaluations of his
abilities, forwards the worksheet form
down the line for confirmation, corrections,
and recommendations before entering his
own comments.

d. Preliminary or "rough" reports are prepared
by all senior officers under whom the
officer being reported on has performed
duties. These reports are then forwarded
to the officer's immediate superior who
prepares a smooth report from them.

2. Reports are submitted annually for officers in which

of the following grades?

a. Lieutenants and above

b. Lieutenants (junior grade) and below

c. Captains

d. Lieutenant commanders only
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3. How are fitness reports which are submitted when

directed by higher authority classified?

a. Regular fitness reports

b. Special fitness reports

c. Periodic fitness reports

d. Additional fitness reports

Now, check your answers on the next page.

i;;
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1. b

a

3. b

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY PRE-QUIZ 4

If all your answers are correct, go to Summary 5 on page 87.
If you missed one or more questions, go through Programed
Sequence 4 on the next page.
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Programed Sequence 4

Preparation of Fitness Reports

OVERVIEW: Fitness reports must be submitted on every

officer in the Navy. In this frame sequence,

you will learn some of the occasions for

submission of reports, and you will also

examine the fitness report format (Navy and

Marine Corps). The steps involved in the

preparation of fitness reports will be'covered.

U Refer to "Occasions for Preparation of Fitness Reports"

(Figure S) on the next page in answering Frames 1 through 6.

Regular periodic reports on the fitness of officers are

submitted as follows:

Lieutenants and above--annually

Below lieutenants--semi-annually

When would fitness reports for ensigns and lieutenants

(junior grade) be submitted?

a. Annually

b. Semi-annually

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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Regular periodic reports are submitted annually for

officers of what grade?

a. Lieutenants and above

b. Lieutenants (junior grade) and below

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

EXTRACT FROM U.S. NAVY REGULATIONS, ARTICLE 1701

1. Regular periodic reports:

a. Submitted annually for lieutenants and
above and semi-annually for lieutenants
(junior grade) and below

2. Nonregular reports:

a. Submitted upon completion of temporary
duty

b. Submitted upon detachment of an officer
or his regular reporting senior

c. When directed by higher authority

d. When an officer is recommended for
trial by general court-martial

e. When an officer is guilty of serious
misconduct or marked inefficiency

Figure S. Occasions for Preparation of
Fitness Reports
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Which correctly describes submission of regular periodic

reports for naval officers?

4

a. Regular periodic reports are submitted
annually for lieutenants and aboveiand
semi-annually for lieutenants (junior
grade) and below.

b. Reports on the fitness of officers are
submitted as follows: annually for
lieutenants (junior grade) and below and
semi-annually for lieutenants and above.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

An officer is ordered to duty for training in gunfire

support at a location other than his permanent station. At

the end of his training period, a fitness report is submitted.

Which correctly identifies the occasion for the report?

a. Permanent detachment of an officer

b. Completion of temporary duty

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

n ENS Shaw has been transferred from a shore station

billet to a DD. Upon his detachment from the shore station

billet, a fitness report on ENS Shaw is submitted.

Which correctly identifies the occasion for the report?

a. Detachment of an officer or his regular
reporting senior

b. Requirement specified by higher authority

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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a In addition to regular fitness reports, nonregular

reports of fitness are also submitted.

Which correctly lists occasions when such reports would

be required?

a. Upon recommendation for trial by general
court-martial or when directed by higher
authority.

b. Upon c.etachment of an officer or his regular
reporting senior, or upon serious misconduct
or marked inefficiency on the part of the
officer reported on.

c. Both o
i
f the above

. ..d. None of the above

111 When are reports on the fitness of officers submitted?

a. Periodically: annually for lieutenants
and above and semi-annually for lieutenants
(junior grade) and below, and upon detach-
ment of an officer or his regular
reporting senior.

b. Upon completion of temporary duty and in
special cases such as general court-
martial, serious misconduct, or when
directed by higher authority.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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n Refer to the fitness report forms (Navy and Marine

Corps) on pages 67-71 in answering frames 8 and 10.

The fitness report forms currently in use are Reports on

the Fitness of Officers, NAVPERS 1611/1, and Officer Fitness

Repot--U.S. Marine Corps, NAVMC 10147-PD.

In what way are the Navy and Marine fitness reports

different?

a. Different in both content and format

b. Different in content but not format

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

9 The USN fitness report includes an evaluation of ship

handling capabilities (Item 15)% whereas the USMC fitness

report includes an evaluation of the tactical handling of

troops (Item 16).
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10 Which statement correctly identifies the distinction

between the USN and USMC fitness reports?

a. Some of the areas evaluated are unique to
the particular service

b. The formats of the USN and USMC fitness
reports are different

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

m Which correctly lists occasions for the submission of

fitness reports?

a. Upon completion of temporary duty or, in
special cases, such as serious misconduct
or marked inefficiency.

b. Periodically: annually for all officers
below flag rank or upon detachment of an
officer or his regular reporting senior.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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The fitness report form is actually two forms: the

.mooth report (the one submitted to BuPers), and the work-

sheet (preliminary or rough reports for. the reporting senior's

information). The forms are identical, except that one is

labeled worksheet. When fitness-report time arrives, each

naval officer being reported on is given a worksheet on which

to complete the first severa) items and the fitness report

receipt.

What is the first step in the preparation of fitness

reports?

a. To make available to the officer being
reported on a smooth and rough report
and have him complete the first several
items on both forms.

b. To have the officer concerned complete
a specified portion of the worksheet form.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Once the officer reported on has completed his portion

of the worksheet form, he turns it over to his immediate

superior who makes the initial evaluation.

What is the next step in the preparation of fitness

reports?

a. A preliminary or rough evaluation of the
officer concerned by his immediate
superior.

b. The initialing of the worksheet by the
officer's immediate senior.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
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m After the officer's immediate superior has made his

rough report, he forwards the form to his senior, who

reviews the comments to the immediate superior, enters his

recommendations if any, and forwards the form on up the

line. This procedure is followed up the chain of command

to the reporting senior.

Aboard ship, what would be the normal procedure in the

preparation of a fitness report on a division officer?

a. Division officer completes specified portion
of worksheet.

Executive officer makes rough evaluation and
submits to department head.

Department head enters his comments and forwards
to executive officer.

CO reviews report, enters his comments, and
submits to BuPers.

b. Division officer completes specified portion of
worksheet.

Department head makes initial evaluation.

Executive officer reviews report and enters
recommendations.

CO enters his comments and readies report fol
smooth typing.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

.-
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ED Recall that in making out fitness reports, a reali-tic

objective evaluation of individual officers is essential.

What should officers charged with the responsbility rf

making out fitness reports do?

a. Avoid being too general or too subjective

b. Examine the officer's duty assignment
and make an assessment as to how well
he accomplished his mission

c. Roth of the above

d. None of the above

ea

IMIMMIMINIMMIM.

Which paragraph correctly describes the procedure

followed in preparing a fitness report?

a. At fitness report time, the officer being
evaluated is given a worksheet on which
he completes a specified portion. He then
forwards the worksheet to the commanding
officer who makes the initial evalyation
and he returns the form to the immediate
superior for comment. When the reporting
senior has entered his comments, the
report is ready for smooth typing.

b. After the officer being evaluated completes
his portion of the worksheet, rough reports
are submitted to the officer's immediate
superior and proceed up the chain of command
to the reporting senior, who then enters his
comments, submits it for smooth typing, signs
and forwards it to BuPers.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

This is the end of Programed Sequence 4. Now, go to the
next page and take the Quiz.
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Summary Post-Quiz 4

Preparation of Fitness Reports

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. How are fitness reports which are submitted when

directed by higher authority classified?

a. Regular fitness reports

b. Periodic fitness reports

c. Special fitness reports

d. Additional fitness reports

2. Which correctly describes the procedure followed in the

preparation of fitness reports?

a. After completion of a worksheet form by the
officer being reported on, a final fitness
report is made out by the first officer in
the chain of command who is the officer's
senior.

b. Preliminary or "rough" reports are prepared
by all senior officers under whom the officer
being reported on has performed duties.
These reports are then forwarded to the
officer's immediate superior who then
prepares a smooth report from them.

c. The reporting senior, after reviewing the
officer's personal evaluations of his abilities,
forwards the worksheet form down the line for
confirmation, corrections, and recommendations
before entering his own comments.

d. After the officer being reported on has
completed a specified portion of the work-
sheet form, rough reports are then begun with
the officer's immediate senior and proceed
up the chain of command to the reporting
senior, who enters his comments and prepares
the smooth report.
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3. Reports are submitted annually for officers in which

of the following grades?

a. Lieutenants (junior grade) and below

b. Lieutenants and above-

c. Captains
21

d. Lieutenant commanders only

Now, check your answers on the next page.
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1. c

2. d

3. b

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ 4

Now, go to the next page and go through Summary 5.
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Summary 5

Selection and Promotion

Selection for Promotion

The major principle of the naval officer promotion system

is that of "promotion by selection" as distinguished from

"promotion by seniority."

To determine which officers are best qualified for promotion,

the Secretary of the Navy convenes a selection board (once a

year for each grade), and charges it with the selection of a

specified number of officers for promotion from a list of

furnished names. The report of the selection board is submitted

to the Secretary of the Navy for his recommendation and

submission to the President.

The grade distribution limits and the normal promotion

flow-rate written into the law are calculated to force attrition

at each promotion point, from lieutenant through captain.

Officers Not Selected for Promotion

Retention or separation of officers who are twice passed

over for promotion is defined by law. Lieutenants (junior

grade) and lieutenants must be honorably discharged unless

otherwise eligible for retirement. Lieutenant commanders,

commanders, and captains remain eligible for promotion consideration

and are retained on active duty until they have completed 20,

26, and 30 years of total commissioned service, respectively.

They are then involuntarily retired if not on a promotion

This is the end of Summary 5. Now, go to the next page and
take the Quiz.
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Summary Pre-Quiz S

Selection and Promotion

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. What is the major principle used in naval officer

promotion?

a. Seniority

b. Selection

c. Distribution

d. Merit

2. If there are more officers than vacancies in the next

higher grade when a given class of officers reaches each

promotion point, what course of action must be taken?

a. Attrition must be forced

b. Grade distribution board limits are
restated

c. A selection board must be convened

d. Accelerated promotions are effected
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3. What action is taken when lieutenants (junior grade)

and lieutenants fail of selection twice?

a. They are allowed to serve and remain eligible
for promotion for a specified time.

b. They are honorably discharged unless eligible
for retirement.

c. They are demoted to the next lower grade.

d. They are reevaluated by a special selection
board.

Now, check your answers on page 90.
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1. b

2. a

3. b

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY'PRE-QUIZ 5

If all your answers are correct, you have completed this
segment. If you missed one or more questions, go through
Programed Sequence 5 on the next page.
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Programed Sequence 5

Selection and Promotion

OVERVIEW: In this frame sequences you will learn the

Navy's policy regarding selection and

promotion of officer personnel.

0 Federal law specifies that officers in various grades

be distributed in certain proportions. For example,

distribution might be as follows: 6 percent in the grade of

Captain, 12 percent in the grade of commander, etc.

What is the reason for distribution limits?

a. To maintain a stable grack., structure

b. To provide for a normal flow of
promotion

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

n Officers of the Navy are recommended for promotion by

boards convened by the Secretary of the s:avy. The names and

records of all eligible officers are furnished these boards;

and from among these officers are chosen those who in the

opinion of the board are best fitted for promotion.

What is the major principle of the naval officer

promotion system?

a. Promotion by selection

b. Promotion by seniority

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above
-91-
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After the selection board has impartially considered

the cases of all officers whose names are furnished, their

report is submitted to the Secretary of the Navy for his

recommendation and submission to the President for approval.

Which statement is correct?

a. Selectees chosen for promotion by the board
are final and need not be confirmed.

a

b. Selectees chosen for promotion by the board
are subject to approval by the President.

What is the major principle of naval officer promotion?

a. Promotion by selection in which time in
grade (seniority) is the method used for
selecting

b. Promotion by selection, in which a board
is charged with selecting a stipulated
number of eligible officers

At each higher level in the promotion pyramid, there is

provision for fewer officers than in the next lower grade.

Within a given grade, therefore, all officers cannot be

promoted. Selection of officers for promotion is a natural

form of attrition of a list of those considered for promotion.

So, also, would be voluntary retirements, fulfillment of

obligated service, deaths, etc. Involuntary retirements a.,1

involuntary separations caused by being twice passed over

for promotion represent forced attritions.

Whick would be forced attrition?

a. Officers who voluntarily resign from the
service

b. Officers who are twice passed over for
promotion by the selection board
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6 The grade distribution limits and the normal promotion

flow rate written into the law are calculated to force

attrition at each promotion point from lieutenant to

Captain.

What does this mean?

a. That promotion above Captain is automatic

b. That only a certain number of officers
can be selected for promotion

/.1=.111MM11.111111=1

0 Refer to the "Extract from Personnel Administration

(NAVPERS 10848)" (Figure 6) below.

What action is taken when lieutenants and lieutenants

(junior grade) fail of selection twice?

a. They are honorably discharged with severance
pay on the last day of the fiscal year in
which the second failure occurs.

b. They are allowed to continue to serve for
a specified time and remain eligible for
promotion.

IEXTRACT FROM PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION (NAVPERS 10848)

Lieutenants (junior grade) and lieutenants who
twice fail of selection are required by law to be
honorably discharged with lump-sum severance pay
on the last day of the fiscal year in which the
second failure occurs. Lieutenant commanders,
commanders, and captains who twice fail of
selection to the next higher grade may continue
to serve and remain eligible for consideration
for promotion. Upon completion of 20, 26, and
30 years of total commissioned service, respectively,
they are involuntarily retired if not on a
promotion list.

'Figure 6. Failure of Selection
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n What action is taken when captains, commanders, and

lieutenant commanders are twice passed over?

a. They are involuntarily retired if not on
a promotion list upon completion of 30,
26, and 20 years of total commissioned
service, respectively.

b. They may continue to serve and remain
eligible for promotion.

9

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

Which paragraph correctly describes the Navy's policy

regarding selection and promotion?

a. The major principle of the naval officer
promotion system is that of "promotion
by selection." The Secretary of the Navy
convenes a selection board to determine
which officers are best qualified. The
board is charged with the selection of a
specified number of officers from a list
of those being considered for promotion.

b. Advancement of eligible officers is based
on "promotion by selection" and is automatic.
Except for prescribed conditions such as
physical disabilities, the years of service
in grade and total commissioned service
determine promotion to the next higher
grade.

c. Both of the above

d. None of the above

This is the end of Programed Sequence S. Now, go to the
next page and take the Quiz.
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Summary Post-Quiz S

Selection and Promotion

Answer the following questions as indicated in your Student
Guide.

1. What action is taken when lieutenants (junior grade)

and lieutenants fail of selection twice?

a. They are allowed to serve and remain
eligible for promotion for a specified
time.

b. They are reevaluated by a special
selection board.

c. They are honorably discharged unless
eligible for retirement.

d. They are demoted to the next lower grade.

2. What is the major principle used in naval officer

promotion?

a. Distribution

b. Seniority

c. Selection

d. Merit
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3. If there are more officers than vacancies in the next

higher grade when a given class of officers reaches each

promotion point, what course of action must be taken?

a. Grade distribution board limits
are restated.

b. Accelerated promotions are effected.

c. A selection board must be convened.

d. Attrition must be forced.

Now, check your answers on page 98.
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BLANK
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1. c

Z. c

3. d

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY POST-QUIZ S

This is the end of Part Eleven, Segment III.
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INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY PART ELEVEN
AND LEADERSHIP SEGMENT III

OFFICER EVALUATION

PROGRESS CHECK

Question 1.

Administrative procedures concerning the evaluation of

officer personnel have been developed to implement the federal

law.

Who is responsible for decisions on officer promotions,

discharges and retirements?

a. Chief of Naval Personnel

b. Secretary of the Navy

c. Secretary of Defense

d. Chief of Naval Operations

-1-
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Question 2.

Select the statement which correctly describes why admin-

istrative procedures were developed for officer evaluation.

a. Administrative procedures were developed
for officer evaluation because these eval-
uations must conform closely to standards
established by the Uniform Code of
Military Justice.

b. Administrative procedures were developed
for officer evaluation so that all officers
can be evaluated subjectively.

c. Administrative procedures were developed
for officer evaluation because officers
and enlisted men must be judged on the
same standards.

d. Administrative procedures governing eval-
uation of officer personnel have been
developed to implement the federal law.
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Question 3.

Select the statement which defines the general purpose

and importance of fitness reports.

a. Fitness reports provide the data from which
senior officers choose subordinate officers
for assignments. The reports are necessary
for evaluating the absolute merits of equally
experienced officers.

b. Fitness reports provide data for officer
selection boards but little guidance for
detail officers. The reports are necessary
for evaluating the absolute merits of officers
of different experience.

c. Fitness reports provide a record of an
officer's performance of duty for selection
boards and also guidance for detail officers.
The reports are necessary for a selection
board to evaluate the relative merits of
officers of the same rank being considered
for promotion.

d. Fitness reports provide guidance for BuPers
in assigning officer personnel. The reports
are necessary if justifiable evaluations of
equally or similarly experienced officers are
to be made.
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Question 4.

Select the statement which identifies the probable conse-

quences of failure to provide realistic, objective officer

evaluations.

a. The failure to provide realistic, objective
officer evaluations is an offense punishable
by the Uniform Code of Military Justice.

b. The failure to provide realistic, objective
officer evaluations leads to a general
decline in morale throughout the enlisted
ranks.

c. The failure to provide realistic, objective
officer evaluations is an injustice to the
careers and opportunities of able and
competent officers.

d. The failure to provide realistic, objective
officer evaluations might endanger mission
accomplishment by precipitating serious
morale problems within the officer corps.
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Question 5.

ENS Mele has exhibited conduct which is a credit to the

United States Navy and himself. By actively pursuing his

assignments, ENS Mele was an excellent example to his men. His

direct application of various engineering principles was

recognized by many more experienced senior officers. His ability

to cope with emergency situations
reflected maturity beyond his

chronological age.

Select the statement which describes the leadership eval-

uation factors identified by Stogdill utilized in the above

example.

a. The evaluation factors utilized are military
appearance, capacity, and achievement.

b. The evaluation factors utilized are respon-
sibility, dependability, and self-confidence.

c. The evaluation factors utilized are capacity,
responsibility, and achievement.

d. The evaluation factors utilized are discipline,
esprit de corps, and responsibility.

-5-
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Question 6.

LTJG Reynolds was about to complete his tour aboard the

USS Preston. The Commanding Officer, CDR Sully, reminded

LCDR Koehler, the Executive Officer, that LTJG Reynolds' fitness

report had to be completed. LCDR Koehler then passed this

information on to LTJG Reynolds.

Select the statement which identifies the officer, in the

above example, who is responsible for the fitness report.

CDR Sully is ultimately responsible since
he is the unit Commanding Officer.

b. s Reynolds' senior, LCDR Koehler alone is
1,sponsible for the fitness report.

c. Both CDR Sully and LTJG Reynolds are
responsible for the fitness report.

d. LTJG Reynolds is responsible for ensuring
that his fitness report is completed
before changing his duty station.

-6-
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Question 7.

Select the statement which best explains the meaning of

fitness reports to the junior officer.

a. Fitness reports are important to the junior
officer because they provide him with
assurances of promotion.

b. Fitness reports are important to the junior
officer because he may review them and
learn many lessons about himself.

c. Fitness reports are important to the junior
officer because he may review them and learn
the evaluation criteria his seniors use to
criticize him.

d. Fitness reports are important to the junior
officer because they distinctly separate
his performance from others of his rank.
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Question 8.

Select the statement which'correctly describes the Navy's

policy regarding selection and promotion.

a. The Navy's policy regarding selection and
promotion is based on "selection by
seniority" and "promotion by seniority."

b. The Navy's policy regarding selection and
promotion is to first select an officer
base on his seniority and test results,
and then promote him if his qualifications
surpass others in his grade.

c. The Navy's policy regarding selection and
promotion is to convene a selection board,
once a year for each grade, and charge it
w',..14 the selection of a specified number of
o:ficers for promotion from a list of
furnished names. This is "promotion by
selection."

d. T1.. Navy's policy regarding selection and
...:motion is to annually submit a list of
senior officers in a particular grade to
the Secretary of the Navy for promotion.
This is "promotion by seniority."
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Question 9.

Select the statements which can be used as guides for the

reporting officer.

1. Fitness reports are decisive in an officer's
career.

2. Fitness reports are personal, not impersonal.
They should reflect the superior's subjective
judgment.

3. Fitness reports do not influence the efficiency
of the Navy, but do affect the individual
significantly.

4. The evaluating officer should be aware of
current standards of marking that prelail in
the service.

a. 1 and 3

b. 2 and 4

c. 2 and 3

d. 1 and 4

1
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PROGRESS CHECK ANSWER AND REMEDIATION FORM

PART Eleven SEGMENT III

REMEDIATION TEXT Syndactic Text, Vol-XI

ITEM ANSWER REMEDIATION REFERENCE

1

571 Summary 1 Page 1

2
Fil Summary 1 Page 1

3
Summary 1 Page 1c

4 c Summary 1 Page 2

5 c Summary 2 Page 25 .

6 c Summary 3 Page 47

7 b Summary 3 Page 49

8 c Summary S Page 87

9 El Summary 3 Pages 47-48

10

--
11

12
Li

13

Li
14

15
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PROGRAM FRAME ANSWERS

PART Eleven SEGMENT I TYPE Syndactic Text PAGE I OF I PAGES

FRAME OR CORRECT
QUESTION ANSWERNUMBER

PROGRAMED
SEQUENCE 1

1 a

2 c

3 c

4 a

5 b

6 c

7 b

8 b

9 a

10 a

11 c

12 a

13 b

14 c

15 a

16 b

17 b

18 a

19 b

20 c

21 a

'FRAME OR
QUESTION
NUMBER

CORRECT
ANSWER

22 d

PROGRAMED
SEQUENCE 2

1 a

2 b

3 a

4 c

5 a

6 a

7 b

8 b

9 b

10 a

11 c

12 a

PRO() At4ED
SEQUENCE 3

1 b

2

3

4 b

5 a

6 a

7 b

FRAME OR
QUESTION

14: ;

CORRECT
ANSWER

8 a

9 b

10 b

11 b

12 c

13 c

14 a

15 a

16 b

17 c

PROG lED
SEQUENCE 4

1 c

2 b

3 a

4 c

5 b

6 c

7 c

8 a

9 a

10 b

11 b

FRAME OR
QUESTION
NUMBER

CORRECT!
ANSWER

1?

13 d

14

15

16

17 a

18

19 b

20 , a



PROGRAM FRAME ANSWERS

PART Eleven SEGMENT II TYPE Syndactic Text PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES

FRAME OR
QUESTION
NUMBER

CORRECT
ANSWER

PROGRAMED
SEA" ENCE 1

1 a

2 c

3 b

4 c

5 c

6 d

7
No
Response

8 c

9 b

1
10 c

PROGRAMED
SEQUENCE 2

1 a

2 c

3
No
lfP11Et

4 b

5
No
Response

6 c

7 b

8 c

9 b

10 c
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PROGRAM FRAME ANSWERS

TYPE Syndactic Text PAGE I OF 2 PAGES

OR
QUESTION
NUMBER

CORRECT
ANSWER

PROGRAMED
SEQUENCE 1

1 b

2

3

4 b

5 b

6

7

8 b

9

10

11 b

12 b

13 d

14 b

15

16 a

17

18

19 b

20 d

21 a

FRAME OR
QUESTION
NUMBER

CORRECT
ANSWER

22

23

24 b

25 a

PROGRAMED
SEQUENCE 2

1 b

2

3

4 a

.

6 b

7 d

8 b

9

10 a

11 b

12

13 b

14

15

16

17 b

FRAME OR
QUESTION
NUMBER

CORRECT
ANSWER

18 a

19 4

20 a

21 b

22 b

1 23
I

a

1 24 a

25 c

26 b

27 b

28 a

PROGRAMED
SEQUENCE 3

1 b

2 d

3 d

4 c

5 a

6 c

7 c

8 d

9 a

10 a

FRAME OR
QUESTION
NUMBER

CORRECT
ANSWER

11 a

12
NO

RESPONSE
PROGRAMED
SEQUENCE 4

1 b

2 a

3 a

4 b

5 a

6 c

7 c

8 a
NO

9 rESPONSE

10 c

11 a

12 b

13 a

14 b

15 c

16 b
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PROGRAM FRAME ANSWERS

TYPE Syndactic Text PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGE:

FRAME OR CORRECT
QUESTION
NUMBER

ANSWER

PROGRAMED
SEQUENCE S

1 c

2 a

3 b

4 b

S b

6 b

7 a

8 c

9 a


